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The Indispensability of Unction
OW the preacher says it is almost as im portant as w hat he says. And we
are not speaking of correct rhetoric, clear diction or of trained voice and
gestures, b u t we are speaking of th a t strange anointing which distinguishes
Pentecostal preaching from every other form of discourse. None of us may know
how to define unction, b u t if we have ever had it we know w hat it is. And if we
are in earnest in our calling we do not w ant to preach w ithout it.

H

B ut unction can come only as a result of much w aiting before God in prayer and
m editation and study of H is W ord. T he preacher who is predom inantly “a man
of the people.” th a t is a m an who spends his principal thoughts and strength on
social m atters will not preach w ith unction. Only a man who himself realizes
th at he is fresh from the presence of his God can preach with unction and genuine
spiritual power.
The College of Apostles thought it not meet th a t they should leave the W ord
of God and prayer and turn their atten tio n to serving tables, b u t the average modern
minister is so occupied with m aterial and social affairs th a t he can give b u t a
fraction of his tim e to prayer and m editation and personal, “inside” preparation to
preach the gospel. And this is the reason we do not have more men who preach the
gospel with the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven.
A preacher may be ever so clear in his doctrine, he may even be sure th a t he has
been sanctified wholly since he was converted, b u t he will have to come to his
pulpit saturated w ith prayer and m editation and Bible study if he preaches with
unction and genuine spiritual power.

The Preacher and His Greek Testament
M any m inisters who have never had the opportunity of studying Greek in
college have found it possible to do some profitable work in the language in con
nection with their home study; and while it is of course scarcely probable th a t one
will become a “ Greek scholar” by this method, still the study has training value
and offers very fair practical returns.
Perhaps the most practical way to attem p t this proposition is to secure a copy
of H uddleston’s Essentials of New T estam ent Greek, a copy of W estcott and H o rt’s
Greek Testam ent and a medium priced lexicon. Applying himself to these three
books, the preacher will soon get to where he can recognize a word in the various
forms in which it appears in the T estam ent and he can go to his lexicon and search
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out the various meanings which that word has. This will enable him to compare
the possible translations with the one selected by the various committees, and thus
his understanding of the text will be assisted.
Results from a study of this sort should be very largely reserved for the preacher’s
personal benefit, and yet this is all th at a lot of preachers who quote Greek publicly
have ever done. Greek m ust ever rem ain an essential study with students of theology
and dependable hermeneutics^ and if a preacher cannot go to school and study it
under qualified teachers, I believe he will do well to give some attention to it a t home.

The Magazine Well Received
Beginning with the time when the first announcem ent of the purpose to publish
F f e a c h e r ’s M a g a z i n e appeared, full salvation preachers of m any denomina
tions have been sending in their subscriptions a t a rem arkable rate, and still they
are coming. T here is now no doubt but th a t the publishers were correct in their
assumption th a t there is a field for a publication like this, and there is no mis
taking the sincerity with which the preachers have welcomed the new publication,

T he

W e are at this writing ju st beginning to get comments on the first num ber,
and these comments are most gratifying to the publishers. Some have even said,
“You did well, but now can you keep up such a stan d ard ?” Our answer is th a t we
hope to be able to make improvements w ith each succeeding issue, and there will be
something new every time.
We greatly appreciate the prom ptness with which so m any sent in their sub
scriptions, and we shall greatly appreciate any word anyone may speak in the
effort to bring the magazine to the attention of other m inisters who might like to
subscribe. The publishers are prepared to furnish those who subscribe now with
the January number, also, thus making the files for the first volume complete; though
of course this offer can hold good only while the present supply of the Jan u ary number
lasts. And this, in the very nature of things, we hope will not be very long.

The Polemical Preacher
Some preachers have remarkable ability for stirring up controversy. And when
their methods are studied it will frequently be found th a t they do not obey the apos
tolic injunction to endeavor ‘ to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bonds of peace.”
In other words, they assume the attitude th a t others are not going to agree with them,
and thus they invite controversy.
W hen a m an is always anxious for argum ent there is an instinctive feeling on the
p art of others th a t he is not quite sure of his ground and th a t he is bolstering up with
bravado and mere appearance. B ut when one has clear and sound conviction he n a tu r
ally assumes the attitu d e th at, since he is correct, naturally all the just and right
thinking people agree with him. And when this attitude is real, and not merely
assumed, people do have a tendency right away to join him in a faith th at is so sure
and so satisfying.
There are probably times when polemical and controversial preaching are neces
sary and useful, but these occasions are th e rare exception. And our experience and
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observation convince us that these types of preaching are of small profit to the spirit
uality of the preacher himself or to th a t of his hearers.

Getting the Attention of the People
EN SA TIO N A L advertising has been largely abandoned by the best grade of
people in the professional and business world, and is now pretty much confined
to the theater, the picture show, and the Church. T h a t it is adapted to the
two former, and th a t it gets results for them , perhaps few will deny. B ut regarding
the Church, the agreem ent is not so universal.

S

Preachers and churches th a t resort to sensational advertising adm it, consciously
or unconsciously, th at, in their case a t least, the Church is not getting the attention
of the people. And they are to be commended for their anxiety and honesty in the
m atter. B ut there is danger, as someone has suggested, th a t the means shall become
the superficial substitute for the end. W hen the preacher becomes a mere enter
tainer or hum orist he is no longer a preacher. B ut if he announces as an enter
tainer or hum orist and then offers his patrons mere preaching he has not made good
on his advertising, and is open to the charge of practicing fraud.
T he first thing one should do in beginning to prepare his advertising is to
answer the question, “W hat will the people get when they come to my church?”
And having determ ined this, he has only two things th a t he can do in the way of
advertising; one is to offer w hat he has to those who w ant his line of goods, and the
other is to m ake his proposition attractive to those who hitherto have been un
interested in w hat he has to offer; for he dare not pretend to have something th at he
does not have. If your preaching is biblical and your meetings spiritual, it is
wrong for you to m ake out to the public th a t they are something more human
and sensuous.

More Emphasis on the Positive
H E R E are more good books on prayer and devotional life w ritten by men
who believe in the baptism w ith the H oly Spirit, b u t who hold th at inbred
sin is sim ply suppressed or counteracted, than by those who hold to the
W esleyan doctrine of eradication. This by no means argues for the correctness of
the suppression theory as opposed to eradication, b u t it does indicate th at there
is danger of any of us becoming so absorbed w ith the negative phases of full sal
vation th at we shall fail to give proper emphasis to the positive side.
W e would not suggest any less emphasis upon restitution, repentance, con
secration, pardon and eradication— we m ust keep all these to the fore. But we
would suggest more emphasis upon assurance, and upon the indwelling of the Holy
Spirit in His power and fulness. Our W esleyan position on the possibility, de
sirability and necessity of being cleansed from all inbred sin is scriptural and correct;
bu t we m ust urge our people to read the Bible, and pray, and in the good and
New T estam ent sense of the word, “practice the presence of God.” N ot only is
Calvary and crucifixion connected with entire sanctification, but Pentecost and full
spiritual resurrection are also involved.
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The Object in the Sermon
T IS said th a t a certain preacher’s wife, who was much interested in her husband’s
work, when forced to miss hearing his sermons, was accustomed to ask him,
upon his return home, “W hat was th e subject of the serm on?” B ut one day
she startled her husband by asking, “W hat was the object of the sermon to d ay ?”
For indeed the preacher had no clear notion of the object himself. H e knew the
subject very well, but ju st w hat he wished to accomplish by the sermon he had not
really stopped to analyze.

I

Perhaps a preacher could not do a better thing than to ask himself, “ W hat do
I hope to accomplish by preaching this serm on?” “Ju st w hat difference should it
make whether I preach it or n o t? ”
Of course we know th at the ultim ate purpose w ith every God called preacher
is to save souls. B ut there should be a specific as well as a general purpose. Even
the evangelist is a better evangelist if there is m ethod in his work. H e will of course
aim at having a revival any where he goes; b u t the particular sermon: w hat special
purpose is it designed to fill?
Sometimes the best sermons originate w ith the object rather than w ith the
subject. This is especially true w ith the pastor. In his pastoral work he finds some
of his people are careless as to certain duties, or unmindful of certain privileges,
or th a t they are exposed to certain tem ptations, or th a t they are capable of certain
forms of useful service; now the pastor has the object, it is his next move to find a
subject th a t will serve to help him reach th a t object. And the field is wide as to
subjects. In fact it m ay be safely conjectured th a t the average preacher suffers
more for lack of well defined objectives in his preaching than in variety of subjects.
Perhaps the m ajority of us have had our ardor cooled almost in the middle of a
promising sermon by the sudden acknowledgment to ourselves th a t this sermon
“does not fit.” In such a case, we simply became aw are th a t we either did not have
a well defined objective, or else th a t the road we were on did not really lead us to
th at objective.
Since the pastor has a definite teaching, as well as an evangelistic mission, it
will usually be a help to him to make for himself a tentative preaching program
for some weeks or even for some m onths in advance. H e will of course find it
often advisable to vary his proposed program , b u t he can more easily vary from
a proposed program than he can m ake each particular item of the program as he
goes along without any reference to w hat is coming on afterw ard.
It is not usually a good plan for a preacher to announce series of sermons in
advance, b u t it is a good plan for him to forecast for his own advantage. In a
general way, the pastor should aim at a well rounded m inistry; for he, of all
preachers, can least afford to become a hobbyist. H e m ust preach on doctrine often,
on practice frequently, on prophecy occasionally, on missions and tem perance and
denominational loyalty either constantly in connection with the other themes,
or else betimes with special emphasis. A t any rate, whenever he has gone the cycle
of the year, he should be able to say th at he has gone the cycle of themes essential
to the best nurture of his people, and it is not likely th a t he will do this unless he
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plans definitely to do it; for we all are inclined to give more stress to some favorite
line than to other themes of equal, perhaps greater importance. And for this reason,
the object, rather than the subject m ust often be our guide.

The Preaching of Jesus and the Apostles
H E preaching of Jesus and the apostles was expository, exegetical and
didactic. T oday there is a decided tendency to be topical, declamatory,
hortatory and emotional to an extreme degree. Preachers may attem pt to
justify this variation from the apostolic type on the ground th at people will not now
listen to th at which is deep and really instructive. Nevertheless, it is a fact of history
th at the preachers whose work has stood the test have been distinctively doctrinal
preachers, who have given the greatest care to the task of preaching the truths of the
Bible to the people.
The hortatory method may secure more apparent results for the present moment,
but the wise husbandm an wants fruit th a t will abide. The method of Jesus and
the apostles and of the outstanding preachers of the centuries may require more
patience, may be better adapted to selected hearers than to the wayside masses,
may require more study and hard work, and m ay require much prayer and much
personal devotion to keep from becoming “dry ,” as some assert, nevertheless, it is
the type to which the Church owes the most, and it is the type which most
thoroughly grounds its listeners.
Perhaps in this day of specialization, we will do well to perm it a division of
methods among preachers, perm itting some to develop the declam atory and hor
tatory type rath er exclusively; b u t if this is true, then the rest must work the
harder to teach the people the doctrines of God’s W ord, in order th a t they shall
not. become like ships having much sail and little ballast. For with men as well as
with children, the Gospel m ust be given “line upon line, and precept upon precept,”
with patience and care and completeness.
The special need of the times is a m inistry th a t can get a hearing and hold
the attention of the people while the fundam ental doctrines of sin and salvation
are given out. In apostolic days it was said, “give attention to doctrine, for in so
doing thou shalt both save thyself and them th a t hear thee.” This word “save”
was doubtless used in somewhat of a broad sense, meaning th at thou shalt keep
thyseif and hearers from m any light and hurtful doctrines and evil practices by
being well grounded in sound Gospel truth.
If people do things ju st because the preacher asks them, w ithout being
actually shown the reason, and w ithout being truly convinced in their own hearts
and minds, their outside conduct m ay be slightly improved but their m orality and
C hristian character will be weakened.
W ould the people to whom you preach be content to listen to sermons like John
Wesley preached? If they w ouldn’t perhaps you can bring them “up” to where they
would. Do your people love to read and study the Bible? Do they take an actual
interest in the teaching phases of your sermons? Do they know why they believe
w hat they do and why they are not adherents of Christian Science or Roman
Catholicism? Are they really “ intelligent” Christians and “intelligent” members
of your church?
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T H E P R E S E N T CRISIS OR
C HR ISTIAN ITY VS. RELIGION
B y E. P. E u.ysoN

R ISIS is a fam iliar hum an experience.
E very age has had its special crisis or
crises. Some of these have been political,
some social, some economic and some religious.
M an always has been and will always be re
ligious, b u t the question as to who shall be
worshiped and after w hat m ethod and by w hat
means has occasioned! m uch controversy and
brought on several crises. The history of our
World tells the story of m any religious wars
both w ith physical weapons and w ith m ental
argum ent. This is the shame of our history and
one of the results of sin. How ever m uch we m ay
regret it, it is the fact of the past and will no
doubt continue to be the fact until the M illen
nium. I t is a glaring fact of the present th a t the
p a rt of our w orld know n as Christendom is now
in the throes of a great religious crisis, a crisis
especially in Protestantism . O ther religions are
being affected by m odern conditions b u t we are
concerned w ith Christianity. Almost every P ro t
estant denom ination now has its w arring camps
know n as Fundam entalists and Liberalists or
M odernists, those who hold to “ The old p a th s”
of orthodoxy and those who w an t new scientific
interpretations. B ut it is not a t all clear th a t
the masses of the people know ju st w hat this
crisis is, ju st where the real issue is draw n. M uch
of the common thought is on the surface. And
there is m uch deception in the talk, in the in
vectives, in the sarcasm , in the abuse th a t is now
being handed out, and in the assuming and calling
of nam es such as “intclligencia,” “bigot” and
“ignoram us.” There m ay be psychic effect but
there is no reason, and b u t small manliness, in
such m ethods. I t is w orth our while to look
behind this talk and m ake a careful study of the
situation and see if we m ay discover the real
point a t issue and th a t which is involved in the
controversy.
T oday the subject is claiming a larger place
in the thinking of m en th a n a t any other period
during the present generation, and for several
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generations past. I t is given a larger place in
the newspaper, in the magazine and in the public
discourse th an it has been given for m any years,
possibly ever. All classes, educated or uneducated,
C hristian or unchristian, know ing som ething
about the subject or know ing nothing ab o u t it,
are having their say and think they should be
heard and their message believed. T he teachers
and defenders of religion are m any and often they
seem very zealous. M any very strong and beauti
ful things are being said and w ritten as to the
necessity for and the benefits to be derived from
religion, of how increased learning and science
are bringing light to bear upon this subject and
increasing its beauty, m aking it m ore reasonable
and comprehensible, and fixing it m ore firm ly in
the w orld. And m any unsuspecting people are
being sw ept off their feet by this talk ab o u t re
ligion, thinking we are just stepping out into
the w orld’s golden age. M any Christians in their
innocency receive all of this as loyalty to C h ris
tia n ity w ithout stopping to look for the earm arks
of C hristianity, not noticing th a t the w ords
Christ a n d C hristianity are often n o t used, and
w hen used are m isused; it is only God and re
ligion. These are very deceptive days and m uch
of the soft talk ab o u t religion, of th e apparent
devotion to religion, only m akes our tim es the
more dangerous.
Prof. J . Gresham M achen of Princeton, in his
book, “ C hristianity and Liberalism ” says, “In
the sphere of religion, in particular, the present
tim e is a tim e of conflict; the great redem ptive
religion which has alw ays been know n as Chris
tianity is battling against a totally diverse type
of religious belief, which is only m ore destructive
of the C hristian faith because i t m akes use of
traditional C hristian term inology;” and we m ight
add, sometimes insists on sailing under the Chris
tian name.
Religion is not necessarily C hristianity. Any
belief in a suprem e being and any devotem ent to
and w orship of such being, tru e or false, is re
ligion. The w orld is full of religion and re
ligions. All men are religious, they have a spirit
nature and have some idea of and belief in a god
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which they consciously or unconsciously wor
ship, but all men are not Christian. Pantheists
make nature god and worship it. Theists be
lieve in a personal God. The conflict has some
times been between these. Christianity is theistic
but it is more than theism. Polytheism worships
many gods. Monotheism worships but one God.
The conflict has sometimes been between these.
Abraham settled this controversy long ago in
favor of monotheism. Christianity is monothe
istic but it is more than undefined monotheism.
There are several different forms of monotheism
such as Mohammedanism, Christian Science, and
others, none of which are Christianity. Very
much of the popular newspaper, magazine, plat
form, schoolroom, and sometimes pulpit, talk
ubout religion today is only monotheism, and
sometimes it has a strong polytheistic tendency,
it is not at all Christian.
There are some things that differentiate Chris
tianity from all other religions, and make it more
than a religion; it is also a means of salvation
from sin. Belief in God and right living is not
all there is to Christianity. It is possible to be
very religious and not be Christian. One could
scarcely be more religious than the devotees of
Hinduism and Buddhism. Paul found the people
of Athens too religious (Acts 1 7 : 22 ). We must
have something more than religion, just religion
is not enough. It is time to cry A w ake! A w ake!
to the Church. The Church is much more than
a religious institution, the true Church must be
Christian. It is not a question as to our con
tinuing religious, the world will always have
much religion and many strong religious or
ganizations. Even the Antichrist, when he comes,
will have a religion of his iw n (Dan. 1 1 :38 ).
Nor is it a question of the Church remaining
monotheistic, for the present at least, as the
Modernist movement is very strongly Unitarian.
It is rather a question as to whether the Church
shall remain Christian. The contest of today
is religion vs. Christianity.
Christianity is a
belief in the one true God but its interpretation
of God is different from that of Mohammedan
ism, Christian Science, Unitarianism and Modern
ism. There are essentials, differentiating essen
tials to Christianity, and these are more than
religion interpreted as monotheism and correct
ethical living.
The word Christian was first used in Syria,
“The disciples were called Christians first at
Antioch.” Why, we ask, were these people called
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by this name, what gave rise to the use of this
word when speaking of this company?
The
answer to this question will give us much light
on the differentiating essentials of Christianity.
These people were not called Christian because
they were religious, or because they were more
religious than other Jews. The Jews were the
most religious people in the world, and certain
sects among them were religious extremists, strict
religionists of the most radical type. Neither
was it because they were monotheists, for all of
the Jews were rigid monotheists, worshipers of
the God of heaven and earth, the Creator, the
First Great Cause, the personal God, the only
true God. There was something about these
disciples at Antioch that made them different
from the other Jews and from the Gentiles, there
was something new here that led to their being
called Christian, theirs was a belief in something
different from the religion of the Gentiles and
more than the one true God as taught by the
Jews. There was no moving away from M ono
theism, no introduction of a new religion; but
there was an enlarged revelation of Monotheism,
and that revelation so related to Jesus Christ as
to lead the people of Antioch to use His name in
designating them. Christ is not essential to re
ligion, nor to monotheism, but He is essential to
Christianity.
But in what sense is Christ essential to Chris
tianity? Is His connection with this form of
monotheism the same as that of Mahomet to
Mohammedanism, is it named Christianity after
Him simply because He was its first and greatest
teacher or its prophet?- It would seem so from
much of the modern talk about religion. Christ
is no more to liberal Christianity than is M a
homet to Mohammedanism. But this is not the
case with this Antioch and the New Testament
company. Christ was the great teacher, He was
a Prophet; these disciples did teach and practice
the things that He taught, but to them He was
more than a Teacher and Prophet. Listen to
what is said about the new convert, Paul, who
soon became a “ring-leader” of the sect. “And
straightway he preached Christ in the synagogue,
that he is the Son of God” (Acts 9 : 20). It was
not so much Christ’s teachings in general as
that which He represented Himself to be that
gave the great offense to the Jews. It was not
just that these disciples taught and followed
certain religious teachings of Jesus that caused
the people to call them after His nam e; the reason
was far deeper than this. The disciples were
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called Christians because of what they believed
Christ to be, because of what they taught that
He was, and because of their attitude of wor
ship toward Him. To these who were first called
Christians, Christ was the Son of God, an object
of worship, a Savior from sin ; they gave to Him
a place in the Godhood.
Christianity is radically and uncompromising
ly monotheistic. There is not a shadow of poly
theism in it. But Christianity does teach a
trinity in the one God, it places Christ in the
Godhood. And this was an essential differen
tiating tenet of that which was first called Chris
tian at Antioch. But it is very clear to one who
observes at all carefully that this view of Christ
has no place in this popular religious talk of to
day. Usually they grant that He lived but He
is only a good man and a great teacher, the best
man and greatest religious teacher that has ever
lived. However, none of these ever give Him a
place in the Godhood, they deny this essential and
differentiating truth of Christianity, they are re
ligious and hold some of the tenets of Chris
tianity but deny this essential differentiating
tenet.
Again, the beginning, the nucleus, of this
company that were first called Christians at
Antioch, and those who became their leaders
were the apostles of Jesus. These were especially
commissioned to be witnesses unto Jesus and
were foundation stones in the Church and were
to be baptized with the Holy Spirit to empower
them for their witness and church building. But
just before this baptism was given to them one
of their number had fallen out by the way and
a successor was to be selected for this place. N ow
it is clearly stated that the person selected must
be one who had known and been associated with
Jesus and was “to be a witness with us (the
apostles) of his resurrection” (Acts 1 : 22 ) . It is
said of these people a little later that “with
great power gave the apostles witness of the ressurrection of the Lord Jesus” (Acts 4 :33 ). And
these apostles give us clearly to understand that
this resurrection was not alone spiritual. One
of the apostles who was a bit slow to believe,
was shown the very nails and spear prints in the
resurrection body, and those who looked into
the tomb saw the grave clothes but the body
was gone and was later seen by many in the
visible manifestation of Jesus. The “ring-leader” of this sect in explaining the opposition
that arose against him at one place said, “of the
hope and resurrection of the dead I am called in

question” (Acts 2 3 :6 ). And this same “ring
leader” in one of the great epistles devoted a
considerable section to the subject of the res
urrection and makes it very clear that this res
urrection means more than the spirit, that that
which is put into the grave is to come forth
(1 Cor. 1 5 ). The resurrection of Jesus, and the
resurrection from the dead, were essential tenets
of that which was first called Christian. But in
this popular talk and writing about religion to 
day we find no resurrection of this kind, it is
even considered unscientific and impossible.
Allowing no place for the Godhood of Jesus,
it is not surprising that in this popular talk and
writing there is no mention of the virgin birth
of Jesus, except to deny it. But this company
of disciples that were first called Christians held
and taught this as one of their very essential
tenets. To them Jesus was the eternal Logus
made flesh, who for a time dwelt among them
and they beheld His glory; to them He was the
begotten of God, the only begotten Son of God,
born of the virgin Mary. This virgin birth was
their explanation of the union of the tw o natures,
the divine and the human in this one person, the
God-man. The virgin birth, conception by the
H oly Spirit and birth of woman, is an essential
truth of that which was originally given the name
of Christian.
This company that were first called Christians
and their followers for many generations, re
ceived and followed that which we now call the
Bible as their authoritative manual and source
book. These writings were held by them as their
sacred Scriptures and they believed and taught
that they were written by holy men who were
moved by the Holy Spirit, that they were divine
ly inspired.
Jesus Himself commanded that
these writings be “searched” because they testify
of Him. One of the greatest teachers among
them says that these writings are “able to make
one wise unto salvation.” And one of their
brightest converts was highly commended be
cause he had known the holy Scriptures from his
youth, being taught them by both his mother
and his grandmother. These writings as the re
vealed and written Word of God and will of God
were an essential factor in that which was first
called Christian, and this attitude toward the
Bible has been held essential through all the
Church’s history. M en have come and gone but
this Sacred Book with its message has continued
and has kept Christianity pure.
Another tenet that was held essential by those
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who were first called Christian was that of the

referring to “a sublime conception of God which

blood atonement of Jesus and redemptive sal
vation by a supernatural new birth and for
giveness and cleansing from sin through the
blood. The “Ring-Leader” of the sect and all of
the other apostles who wrote epistles are clear
and emphatic at this point
“But God commendeth his love toward us, in that while we

is founded by science,” it does not contain a
single distinctive Christian statement. They be
lieve strongly in God and correct ethical living
but they have no Christ in their Godhood, no

were yet sinners, Christ died for us. Much more
then, being now justified by his blood we shall
be saved from wrath through him” (Rom. 5 :8 ,
9 ). “The blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin” (1 John 1 : 7 ). “Being born

again, not of corruptible seed but incorruptible,
by the word of God, which liveth and abideth
forever” (1 Peter 1 :23 ). “Wherefore Jesus also,
that he might sanctify the people with his own
blood, suffered without the gate” (Heb. 1 3 : 1 2 ).
Nothing is found in the modern talk about re
ligion of this blood atonement and redemptive
salvation unless it be to ridicule it or deny it
and place in its stead a salvation by culture and
the human will, which is a reformation rather
than salvation.
This is the religion of Liberalism, of the mod
ern scientist, and philosopher, and preacher, the
religion of much that is in the newspaper and
magazine and schoolroom, a religion of m ono
theism with the essentials of Christianity left
out, a monotheism even different from that of
Abraham and Moses when Christ was present in
promise. The suggestion that modern scholars
lack reverence and are unchristian is greatly
resented by some who assert that scientists are
mostly religious. We do not know how to cor
rect the statement of Prof. Leuba of Bryn Mawr
may be, who concludes, after making a careful
survey of 1000 representative scientists, that
yo% of the modern scientists, including himself,
either doubted or have given up all belief in a
personal God. It is to be hoped that he has
overstated the facts, but this is rather a hope
against hope. We can freelv grant that the other
50 % are religious, and often quite devoted and
reverent relative to their religion.
We need
entertain no doubt relative to the truth and
sincerity of the recently signed statement of fif
teen leading scientists, in defence of their re
ligious faith, but it will be noticed that while the
statement is strongly religions and monotheistic,

God-man, no virgin birth, no blood atonement,
no redemptive salvation through the blood, and
no inspired Scriptures. This is religion, but it is
not the Christianity of the disciples who were
first called Christians at Antioch, nor is it the
Christianity of the Church for the first two
centuries of its history. Leaving out the essen
tial differentiating tenets of Christianity it can
have no just right to the name Christian.
With these facts before us, it is clear that the
present issue is a choice between Christianity and
religion. This religion is supposed to be an ad
vance, an accompaniment of the supposed advanc
ing evolution of the race, an improved form and
better interpretation of religion, even an advance
over the Christianity of the past. This, however,
is a mistake, it is rather a backward movement,
a going back to Socinianism, Ebionism, Judaism;
to Hebrew monotheism with Christ misinter
preted or left out ,and its miracles rejected, and
with some tendency toward pantheism. Oh, yes,
it is much better from a cultural standpoint and
contains more truth than heathenism, paganism,
polytheism, etc., and may be valued for its civ
ilizing and cultural effect, but it is no better as a
saving power. When these self styled “intelligencia” are so full of their boast and accusation
against those who hold to “the old paths” as
retarding progress and going back to the dark
ages, they need to have the poem of Burns quoted
to them where it says, “Oh, wad some power
the giftie gie us, to see ourselves as ithers see
us.” For they would have us go yet farther
back to a time before the opening of the Chris
tian era. To quote Dr. Machen again, “The
liberal attempt at reconciling Christianity, with
modern science has really relinquished everything
distinctive of Christiantv, so that what remains
is in essentials only that same indefinite type of
religious aspiration which was in the world before
Christianity came upon the scene. If a condition
could be conceived in which all the preaching of
the Church should be controlled by the liberalism
which in many quarters has already become pre
dominant, then, we believe, Christianity would
at last have perished from the earth and the gos
pel would have sounded forth for the last time.”
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THE

W ORK

OF T H E

M IN IS T R Y

CHAPTER II
Eph. 4 :12
B y A. M . H x ils
1.

P r e a c h in g .

The Apostle Paul evidently thought that the
people called into the ministry were inducted by
God into a laborious occupation. It was not a
little picnic enterprise, a holiday recreation, like
a pleasure trip to the mountains or the sea. It
was a grave, serious, momentous life-work, a
calling that would bring into exercise all the
faculties, and tax the physical and mental re
sources of the strongest sons of men.
Again this princely man nf the Christian cen
turies said: “We then as workers together with
Him beseech you also that ye receive not the
grace of God in vain . . . jiving no offence in
anything, that the ministry be not blamed: But
in all things approving ourselves as the ministers
of God in much patience, in afflictions, in ne
cessities, in distress, in stripes, in imprisonments,
in tumults, in labours, in watchings, in fastings:
By pureness, by knowledge, by longsuffering, by
kindness, by the H oly Ghost, by love unfeigned,
by the word of truth, by the power of God, by
the armour of righteousness on the right hand and
on the left, by honor and dishonor, by evil re
port and good report: As deceivers and yet true,
as unknown, and yet well-known, as dying and
behold, we live: as chastened and not killed: as
sorrowful yet always rejoicing: as poor yet mak
ing many rich: as having nothing yet possessing
all things” (2 Cor. 6 : 1 - 10 ).
This is the kind of life the Apostle lived from
the time he entered the ministry until he was
beheaded for Christ’s sake. It scarcely seems
to be the description of a life of leisure! If
anyone is seeking for a life-long soft-snap let him
not enter this profession, or choose this calling.
The preacher is one who should be able to
say: “The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, for He
hath anointed me to preach.” What is preach
ing?
Preaching is the proclamation of the Word of

God with a view to the salvation and upbuilding
of men.
( 1 ) It is proclaiming or announcing a message
from God. This is the fundamental and only
true conception of the matter of the discourse.
The holy prophets went forth with a “Thus saith
the Lord” upon their lips. They did not re
view the latest novel. They did not discuss the
best method of city drainage or sanitation. They
did not lecture about agriculture, or the rotation
of crops, or the breeding of horses and cattle, or
the weaning and diet of babies. A thousand
subjects that might have been both interesting and
profitable to their hearers they severely let alone.
Again, they did not dedicate their immortal
energies to dissecting and criticizing and pervert
ing and destroying the Word of God. They did
not go to the synagogue or temple with some
fad or fancy of their own invention, which they
determined to read into the message, and proceed
to twist and pervert words, and “handle the
Word of God deceitfully” that they might drive
their preconceived notions through to the ac
ceptance of the people.
False prophets and recreant preachers have
done those very things through the ages. The
Devi! has always had preachers who would dare
to contradict God and emasculate His messages,
from the serpent in the garden and the prophets
of Jezebel, down to Pastor Russell, Mary Baker
Eddy and Harry Fosdick.
( 2 ). But God’s true preachers have practically
confined themselves to God’s two great themes of
sin and salvation, and have faithfully preached
His messages without fear or favor, humbly and
trustfully leaving the results with God.
The burden of the true sermon is the gospel of
salvation from sin and death and hell. This
does not, however, narrow preaching: for sin
covers all human history, and salvation includes
all God’s efforts through the ages to redeem our
race. It does, however, confine us to the whole
some limits of religious truth. It was a fearful
criticism which Louis X V I made upon one of
his chaplains, when he said, “This preacher would
have left nothing out of his sermon if he had
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happened to touch upon religion.”
It reminds
one of the gushing commendation made upon the
new rector b y an Episcopal girl in M t. Vernon,
Ohio: “O we have a jewel of a preacher! He
can speak three quarters of an hour any time
and not touch morals, politics or religion,” G od’s
true preachers w ill unfold truths and discuss
themes that have to do with spiritual interests
and eternal destiny.
(3). Again, such a messenger w ill declare not
theories but facts; not doubts but convictions;
not conjectures but G od’s truths, clearly re
vealed in G od’s W ord and experienced in the
preacher’s own heart-life. Then he can preach
with dogm atic assurance, like St. Paul when he
said, “ I know whom I have believed and am
persuaded.”
II.
A few words about the manner of pro
claiming the message.
1. Prim arily it m ay be
spoken w ith the audible voice. B ut we cannot
believe that the pulpit ministration is all that is
meant b y preaching. M oses’ voice might have
been heard b y an audience of three thousand:
but b y means of books and the printed page his
messages have inspired the hearts of men for
three thousand years.
T w ice Jesus seems to have preached to an
audience of o n e : but the sermons, by other means,
have gone, like the light, to the ends of the earth.
D r. Talm age preached in B rooklyn to 5,000
people: but a syndicate of newspapers sent his
sermons w eekly to th irty millions.
The high
priests of literature are the enduring preachers of
all time, who sw ay the spirits of men from their
urns.
2. Again, preachers’ lives and influence, like
W esley’s, preach their greatest sermons when
their voices are hushed in death. W hat a p riv
ilege and w hat a calling it is to preach the liv 
ing gospel of the living G od!
3. T o the m ajority of preachers the privilege
is not granted to have their sermons multiplied
b y the printing press. M ost sermons spend their
lives at birth. Therefore, let the ambassador,
through whose lips the living G od speaks to dying
men, be aw ake to the situation:— he m ay per
haps have fo rty minutes to arouse an audience
from the stupefaction of worldliness, to realize
the importance o f spiritual things:— forty min
utes to break the spell of sin upon a multitude
of hearts, and induce them to prepare to meet
their G o d :— fo rty minutes to get dull ears to
listen to the Spirit’s v o ice:— forty minutes to
bring the dead to life!
God is trying to say

through

the

preacher

to

that

congregation,

“ Awake, thou that sleepest: Arise from the dead;
and Christ shall give thee life !” H ow it ought
to thrill and inspire the preacher’s so u l!
III. The purpose of this -preaching is to in
duce men to turn from sin to righteousness.
Preaching that does not build up men in the
graces of a Christian character is of little value.
Paul wrote to the Corinthians, “ I am made all
things to all men, that I might b y all means
save some.” “ Know ing, therefore, the terror of
the Lord, we persuade men.”
God is a terror to evil doers, and it is the
preacher’s business to “ persuade men” to turn
from sin to righteousness and “ flee from the
w rath to come.”
Paul wrote to the Colossians about “ Christ in
them the hope of glory, W hom w e preach, w arn
ing every man, and teaching every man in all
wisdom: that we m ay present every man per
fect in Christ Jesus.”
He evidently was a
preacher that w as not satisfied until he got men
saved and sanctified and prepared for heaven. It is
an aw fu l thing for a preacher to prostitute his
oratory and opportunity just to draw a crowd
and win them to himself and not to Christ.
Preaching that does not make heaven richer
and hell poorer is not w orth y of the name.

C R Y IN G TO GOD F O R A M E SS A G E
By A . W. O rw ig
O M E years
a preacher
just before
was requested to

S

ago, at a campmeeting, I heard
make the follow ing remark,
beginning a serm on: “ When I
preach I at once went on m y

knees in secret and cried to G od to give me a
message.” T h e remark made a deep impression
upon the people. T h ey felt that here w as a man
who greatly depended on G od in preaching.
Earnestly crying to God ought to be every
preacher’s practice both for pulpit and pastoral
work. He m ay have hundreds of good sermons
on hand, but he should definitely seek to know
w hat particular message G od would have him
present before entering the sacred desk.
The theme of the brother in question was
holiness. And he enjoyed the experience. There
were persons at that campmeeting hungering and
thirsting for the same blessed experience. And
they got the message the H oly Spirit desired
them to have. Doubtless there would be more
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preaching on holiness did preachers oftener truly
call upon God for the message He desired them
to give. It is well known that definite holiness
sermons have at times resulted even in the sal
vation of sinners. '
Generally speaking, the Gospel should be so
proclaimed that all classes will be profited, the
unsaved convicted of sin and led to God and
Christians edified and wholly sanctified. Let no
ambassador of Jesus Christ fail prayerfully to
look for his messages from on high. Some choose
their themes too much at random, and some
times from a reserve “stock” gray and moldy
with age.
Perhaps some sermons should be
subjected to the divine crucible for the elimina
tion of all dross and self. Possibly some new
sermons should be prepared as long as health and
life last.
Brethren, let us beware of dealing out stale and
insipid manna to the people When our sermons
do not deeply grip our own hearts, how can we
expect them to kindle a holy fire in others? O
God, very consciously speak to us, and then
mightily through us!
LOS ANGELES.

SO M E T H IN G S O U R E V A N G E L IS T S
S H O U L D N O T DO
B y R. L. M

ajo r

E EMPLOY specialists in medicine,
politics and in every thing that con
cerns modern activity, and it would
seem strange if a man did r*ot learn how to do
a thing by doing it continually. And besides
this, God certainly does call some men especially
for the evangelistic work, and such men are
especially equipped for this task. All things
considered, it is economical to employ an evan
gelist for the special meetings.
Evangelists have a great deal to their credit.
Nearly two hundred churches sprang from the
labors of Whitefield in New England. Evangel
ists should be men of commanding intellectual
and spiritual ability, and not the ordinary, cheapjack, irregular workers who are evangelists be
cause there is no demand for them in any other
line of Christian work. An evangelist’s visit to
a church is usually a great blessing or else it is
a calamity.
But there are some things that I wish evan
gelists would not do, even though they may be

clear of any charges of unfitness for the work:
1. I wish they would not break engagements
that they have made with churches. Especially
after the advertising matter is out and the ar
rangements are all made, then to get a telegram
that the evangelist will not be there is an annoy
ing thing. In fact this borders so closely upon
covenant breaking and sin that we do not know
just how to distinguish between them.
2 . I wish evangelists w'ould not devote so
much of their time to relating their financial
situation. If they are God called, then God is
responsible for their needs, and if the preacher
advertises that he makes no regular charge for
his labors (though this may not always be
objectionable), and then begins to talk about his
traveling expenses and fam ily needs as soon as
he gets on the ground, he shows uneasiness about
his own proposition. And if he accepts an en
gagement on an “exchange of bests” he ought
to refrain from speaking publicly about the
matter and he ought not to complain and em
barrass the pastor when the offering is finally
taker..
3 . I wish evangelists would not relate so many
blood-curdling incidents which sound more like
tales from “Arabian N ights” than actual oc
currences. Frankly, I do not believe some of
these stories are true, and I feel confident that
Bible preaching will make more solid converts
than these “moon light on your mother’s grave”
and death bed stories do.
4 . I wish evangelists would not use exacting
tests every night. These tests result in many
people compromising their conscience by stand
ing when they should not, and they result in
unchr,istianizing some of the most consistent
members of the church, for I often doubt if the
evangelist himself could measure up to the tests
which he puts.
God give us more evangelists who can really
evangelize, and who do not add to the pastor’s
cares by their folly.

The main difference between a wise man and a
fool is that a fool’s mistakes never teach him any
thing.

What sculpture is to a block of marble educa
tion is to a human soul.
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SOURCES

O F P R E A C H IN G M A T E R IA L
F O R M IN IS T E R S
B y C. P. L a n p h e r

WO things are positively requisite for the
scriptural preacher in the ministry of the
Word: First the preacher must possess a
personal Christian experience, and second there
must be a divine commission issued by the same
One who commissioned Moses and separated Paul
and Barnabas to the office of the ministry.

T

Charles Kingsley writing in his private journal
on the morning of his ordination said, “In a few
hours my whole soul will be waiting silently for
the seals of admission to God’s service, of which
I dare hardly think myself worthy— night and
morning for months m y prayer has been, Oh
God, if I am not worthy, if m y sin in leading
souls away from thee is still unpardoned, if I am
desiring to be a deacon not wholly for the sake of
serving thee, if it is necessary to show me my
weakness, and the holiness of my office more
strongly, Oh God, reject m e!” And the preacher
who fails to sense the seriousness of his office and
the sacredness of his commission has missed the
first real source of preaching material.
Jesus gathered many of His striking messages
from events and conditions which came under
His observation. He found sermon material in
the seed sower, the tares, the drag-net, the two
debtors, the talents, the barren fig-tree and many
other similar subjects that were common matters
of His day. W e have recorded some thirty par
ables which H e used and about twenty allegories
or germ parables upon which He based telling
messages. And without doubt the preacher who
reads much will not lack for sermon material.
Wesley found a failure among his preachers in
the matter of reading. He said to certain of
them, “Your talent in preaching does not in
crease; it is just the same as it was seven years
ago, there is no variety, no compass of thought.
Reading only can supply this, with daily medita
tion and prayer. You injure yourself greatly by
omitting it. You can never be a great preacher
without it, any more than a thorough Christian.
Oh begin! begin! You may acquire a taste

which you have not. Whether you like it or not,
read and pray daily, it is for your life I say it.
There is no other way, else you will be a trifler
all your days. Out of justice to your own soul
give it time and means to grow.”
In our present day there have probably been
few more helpful preachers, with a greater range
of ministry than the late Dr. Jowett. He says in
his lectures to preachers, “I need not, perhaps
say, that in all the leisurely preparation of a ser
mon we must keep in constant and immediate re
lation to life. The sermon is not to be a disquisi
tion on abstract truth, some clever statement of
unapplied philosophy, some brilliant handling of
remote metaphysics. The sermon must be a proc
lamation of truth vitally related to living men
and women. It must touch life where the touch
is significant, both in its crisis and its common
places. It must be truth that travels closely with
men, up hill, down hill or over the monotonous
plain, and therefore, the preacher’s message must
first of all tou ch the preacher himself. It must
be truth that finds him in his daily life, truth
that lies squarely upon his own circumstances,
that fits his necessities, that fills the gaps of his
needs as the inflowing tide fills the bays and
coves along the shore. If the truth he preaches
has no urgent relation to himself, if it does no
business down his road, if it offers no close and
serious fellowship in his journeyings, the sermon
had best be laid aside. The truth of a sermon
must make recognition of lives more varied than
our own, and in the preparation of our sermons
this must be kept in mind, that there are great
differences in temperament and vast varieties of
circumstances of which we have to take account
if our message is to find entry into new lives,
and to have attraction and authority.” Dr. Jow 
ett in speaking of pulpit language or terminol
ogy says, “You are not to be the bond-slave to
much worn phraseology, and to forms of expres
sion which have ceased to be significant. A fa
mous doctor said that sickly people are often
helped in their appetites by a frequent change of
the ware on which their food is served. The new
ware gives a certain freshness to the accustomed
food. And so it is in the ministry of the Word.
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A new way of putting the thing awakens zest and
interest where the customary expression might
leave the hearer listless and indifferent. The ser
mon should have purpose and ambition for the
day. We should survey our course and steadily
contemplate our haven, one weakness of the pul
pit is that we are prone to d rift through a service
when we ought to steer. Too often we are out
on the ocean sailing, but we have no destination,
we are out for anywhere, and for nowhere in
particular. The consequence is, the service has
the fashion of vagrancy when it ought to be pos
sessed by the spirit of a crusade. On the other
hand a lofty, single, imperial end knits together
the detached elements in the service and all are
related and vitalized by the persuasive influence
of the common purpose. The sense of sacred
purpose will insure the strong, gracious presence
of reverence and order.”
Personally, it has been our experience that
sometimes a theme will be presented for treat
ment which necessitates the finding of a text to
fit or prove the basis for the theme. Anyone who
has read “The Crisis of the Christ,” by G. Camp
bell Morgan, and has a love’ of such reading, has
doubtless been captivated by the thought and
language of this excellent book. On the subject
“Man Distanced From God by Sin,” the author
says, “Man was placed in circumstances of pro
bation, that is to say, the citadel of his nature
was his will. It was for him to choose whether
he would abide in that relation to God which
would insure his fullest realization of possibility,
or whether he would by severance from God en
compass his own ruin. Man was a sovereign un
der a Sovereignty, independent but dependent.
He had the right of will, but this could only be
perfectly exercised in perpetual submission to the
higher will of his God.” What splendid thoughts
are here for a sermon on the sovereignty of the
human will.
On the subject “Sin Unveiled—Grace Outshin
ing,” Dr. Morgan says, “The first declaration is
that of the cause of the Cross from the Godward
side, and in the light of it, the cross is seen as the
epiphany or appearance of grace, again the cause
of the cross is seen as the revelation of human
degradation.” Hardly is it possible for a preach
er to read this book without the wheels of his
sermonic factory beginning to turn with increas
ing momentum.
It is said of the peerless M atthew Simpson that
as a preacher his method was largely determined
by his opinion of the end to be kept in view. By
one brief distinction, namely that the end of

preaching is persuasion, he separated himself
from a large school of sermonizers. Persuasion,
rather than instruction, is the great end of
preaching. Instruction is essential, but without
persuasion the sinner is never moved or saved.
Possibly the old-school preachers selected themes
that were more startling than many of the
preachers of today use. Dr. James Alexander in
his book “Thoughts on Preaching” speaks of
ministers who preach twenty years and yet never
preach on Judgment, Hell, the Crucifixion or kin
dred themes. Doubtless this does not generally
apply to preachers who read this magazine.
Finney enlarges on a thought that is well
worth our consideration: viz, the emphasizing of
certain doctrinal preaching as productive of re
vivals. He speaks of the days of Jonathan Ed
wards and Whitefield, saying that the churches of
N ew England knew little else except Arminian
preaching, and were all resting in themselves and
in their own strength. Edwards and Whitefield
preached much on Divine Sovereignty and kin
dred themes and they were greatly blessed. They
did not dwell on these doctrines exclusively but
they preached on them very fully. The conse
quence was, that because in those circumstances
revivals followed from such preaching, the min
isters who followed continued to preach these
doctrines almost exclusively, and they dwelt on
them so long that the church and the world got
intrenched behind them, waiting for God to come
and do what He required them to do and so re
vivals ceased for many years. N ow and for years
past, says Finney, ministers have been engaged in
hunting them out from these hiding-places. And
it is important for ministers of this day to bear
in mind that if they dwell exclusively on ability
and obligation they will get their hearers back on
the old Arminian ground, and they will cease to
promote revivals.
Here is a body of ministers who have preached
a great deal of truth and have had great revivals
under God. N ow let it be known that they have
hunted sinners out from their places of refuge,
but if they continue to dwell on the same class
of truths till sinners hide themselves behind their
preaching, another class of truths must be
preached, and then i f they do not change their
mode, another pall will hang over the church un
til another class of ministers shall arise and hunt
sinners out of their new retreats. It is a p e r
v e r te d view which chills the heart of the Church
and closes the eyes of sinners in sleep till they
sink down to hell.
Mr. Finney magnifies the thought of preaching
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truth in p ro p o rtio n or the adjustment of Bible
doctrines, and declared that in his day, many
sermons had thrown predestination, free-agency,
inability and duty all into one promiscuous jum
ble which virtually said, “You can and you can’t,
you shall and you shan’t, you will and you w on’t
and you’ll be damned if you don’t.” Such a
mixture of truth and error has confounded the
congregation and has been the fruitful source of
Universalism and every species of error and infi
delity.
Never before has there been a greater demand
for clear-eyed, cool-headed, hot-hearted preach
ers of God’s Word than in this modernistic age of
unscriptural theories which are being propagated
by pulpit and press, when so-called intellectualism
is relegating the Bible to the junk-pile, and wild
eyed fanatics are peddling their religious wares to
a spiritually tired and despondent humanity who
are asking for bread and are being offered the
stones of mere supposition and theory.
Material for preaching! Arrows for our quiv
er! Ammunition for our sling! David found his
by the brook-side as he hastened to meet Goliath.
+ -------------------------------------------------------------------- 1

SERMON OUTLINES

|

4.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- +
A c q u ir in g

W e a lth

B y H. B. M

acrory

Lesson: Rev. 3:14-22.

Text v. 18.

The great interrogation of the twentieth cen
tury is: “H ow can I acquire w ealth?” N o ques
tion occupies a larger place in the minds and
in the hearts of the American people today than
this. Millions of the best people in our land
worship at the shrines of Mammon. The twen
tieth century is money mad. This is true of men
in every station and in every walk of life.
But what is more dangerous to the life of the
individual, and what is more dangerous to the
life of the church, than the acquiring of wealth?
Our lesson today is an illustration of this fact.
I.

T

he

C hurch

of

L

a o d ic e a

w as

in

a

S ad

C o n d it io n .

Some were suffering persecution.
torn with contentions and strife.
the church at Corinth.

Some were
For example

But the church at Laodicea was free from all
such problems. From every outward appearance
the church was rich, and increased with goods,
and had need of nothing, as they said.
( 2 ) But Jesus said, addressing the church, “I
know thy works! Thou art wretched, and miser
able, and poor, and blind, and naked.” Your
riches are false! They shall perish. You are
spiritual bankrupts!
What a startling contrast: A contrast of the
false and the true.
They said, “We are rich.” He said, “Thou art
poor.” They said, “We have need of nothing.”
He said, “Thou art blind and naked.” They
said, “We are happy.” He said, “Thou art mis
erable and wretched.”
When God speaks it is the last word. There
is no argument. There is no appeal from His
decision. “Be not deceived, God is not mocked.”
(3) Again, Jesus said, “Thou art neither cold
nor hot: I would thou wert cold or hot.”
They were luke-warm. They had lost the
glow of their first love. They had lost their zeal
for a lost world. They had lost that fire and
enthusiasm they had in their early days. They
had lost that passion that should characterize
every child of God. They had doubtless grown
careless in their prayer life, in the assembling
of themselves together, in bringing in of their
tithes and offerings. Their meetings were cold
and formal. There was no life and no power.
(4) T h e‘condition of the church was alarming
to Christ. ‘They seemed to be unconscious and
unaware of their danger. I read some time ago
of a somnambulist, a sleep-walker. He would
get up at night and walk in his sleep. If you
were to meet him his eyes would doubtless be
open but he was not conscious of his actions.
One night he stepped out onto the porch roof,
and walked off into space and was picked up
dead. He was walking in his sleep and was un
conscious of his danger. , The church at Laodi
cea was as a man walking in his sleep. They
were unconscious of their danger!
Christ undertook to awaken them.

(1)
They said, “We are rich, and increased II.
with goods, and have need of nothing.”
Here was a church that from a material stand
point was prospering. Doubtless was strong nu
merically and was facing no financial problems
or embarrassments. It was able to meet its obli
gations a,s they fell.due.
Other churches about them were struggling.
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a o d ic e a n

a

P r o p o s it i o n

to

O ffer

th e

C hurch.

(1)
He said, “I counsel thee to buy of me
gold tried in the fire that thou mayest be rich."
Don’t build upon a false foundation. Don’t
depend upon earthly riches. Don’t measure suc
cess by your numerical or financial strength.
“Buy of me—gold tried in the fire.”' ' Invest in
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the currency of the skies, that thou mayest be
rich.
( 2 ) “I counsel thee to buy of me white rai
ment, th at thou mayest be clothed.” Buy of
me—the garments of salvation. Buy of me—
the garments of holiness. B ut how were they to
buy when they were poor?
“W ithout money and w ithout price.” “Incline
your ear, and come unto me: hear and your
soul shall live.”
( 3 ) “I counsel thee to anoint thine eyes with
eye salve that thou mayest see.”
Satan has
blinded men. The very light of the sinner is
darkness. How awful is that darkness! -But
when Christ anoints the eyes with eye salve—
men see. The understanding is enlightened and
we know the hope of our calling.
(4 ) “As many as I love, I rebuke and chasten:
be zealous therefore and repent.” Oh, the faith
fulness of God! H e is faithful in rebuking,
in chastening, in warning, and in calling men to
repentance.
Multitudes are perishing today—because so
many are not faithful to them, and are failing to
declare the truth, are taking the way of least
resistance, and are prophesying smooth things.
God help us to be honest with the souls of
men.
III. T h e c h u r c h o f l a o d ic e a w a s c a l l e d u p o n

There He stands knocking and waiting. Will
the door open and let Him in?
(4)
“He th at hath an ear to hear, let him
hear.” Beloved, have you heard His voice?
Have you opened the door? Has He come in?
AKRON, OHIO.

The Altitudes o f Christian Experience
T ext, 2 Cor. 13: 11.
B y R e v . C . E. C o r n e l l
I . GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

The possibilities of grace.
The meaning of the higher altitudes.
II.

“ be

III.

“ b e OF ONE M IN D .”

1. Think the same.

Let there be no dis
sensions among you.
2 . D on’t argue about religion. “In the
multitude of words, there wanteth not
sin: but he that refraineth his lips is
wise.”

to m a k e a d e c is io n .

(1) Would they go on contented and satisfied
as they were? Knowing now their condition
w hat would their decision be? An answer must
be given. I t could not be avoided. Even delay
was dangerous! Immediate action was de
manded.
(2) Would they accept Christ’s proposition and
invest with Him ? Would they become heirs of
God and joint heirs with Christ?
“0 , the unsearchable riches of Christ,
W ealth that can never be told;
Riches exhaustless of m ercy and grace,
Precious, more precious than gold.

IV7.

O, the unsearchable riches of Christ,
W ho w ould not gladly endure
Trials, afflictions, and crosses on earth,
Riches like these to secure."

(3) Jesus said, “Behold I stand a t the door
and knock.” I w ant you to see that picture!
Jesus painted it in His own words. “Behold I
stand at the door and knock: if any man hear
my voice, and open the door, I will come in to
him, and will sup with him, and he with me.”
Holman H unt in his famous painting, “The
Light of the World,” has endeavored to picture
that scene. He represents the Christ as standing
outside a fast closed door. There is no knob on
the outside. I t must' be opened from within.

“ b e OF GOOD COMFORT.”

Be consoled. Do not let the sorrows of
this world overthrow you. There are
many forms of sorrow.
May the comfort of heaven be yours.
V.

“ l iv e

in

p e a c e .”

1 . Cultivate peace.

Follow it, pursue it.
Cultivate a peaceful disposition.
2. Be a peacemaker.
“Blessed are the
peacemakers ”
VI.

i

p e r f e c t .”

1. A solid spiritual relationship R e jointing,
implying the purification of the soul.
Be compact. Get into joint again; let
unity and harmony be restored.
2. This means laying a sure and secure
foundation for the building of the spir
itual superstructure.

“

th e

GOD OF LOVE AND PEACE SH ALL BE W ITH

YO U.”

1 . Dissensions,

discord, contentions, must
have no place among us. These spoil
peace.
2. These characteristics are the result of
perfect love. See text.
“Thinking W h ite”
B y R ev. C. E . C o r n e ll
Text: R o m , 1 2 :3 .
I . INTRODUCTION.

Dan Crawford in the heart of Africa for
the past thirty-five years, a thousand miles
from a railroad station, mail once a year—
came to America and wrote an extraor-
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dinary book and named it “Thinking Black.”
This book suggested the title of this ser
mon.
Judge Ben Lindsay says: “The human mind
is not an automatic device. It will not
take care of itself. Will power, originality,
decision, resourcefulness, imagination, initia
tive, courage—these things are not gifts but
results. Everyone of these qualities can be
developed by exercise.”
White thinking is right thinking. Therefore
the cultivation of the mind is very impor
tant. “As a man thinketh in his heart so
is he.”
II.

minded, but to be minded so as to be sober
minded.
V . OUR ENVIRONMENT— MIND ENEMIES.

(a,) The Devil.
(b) Wicked men.
(c) Our own bodies.
(III.) The temptation of Jesus: “All these
things will I give thee, if thou wilt
fall down and worship me.”
VI.

THE MIND IN ITS RELATION TO OUR ACTIVI
TIES.

Three elements: Thought, emotion, volition.
1. The unstableness of thought. Managing
our thought life.
2. Emotion— religious emotion; emotion has
largely departed from the churches.
3. Volition: willed or determined upon.
The mind formulates a plan, and there
is determination to carry it out.
III.

IV.

T h e T r iu m p h s o f F a i t h
B y R e v . C . E. C o r n e l l
T e x t: 2 Tim. 4: 6 - 8 .
I.

“l

HAVE KEPT THE FAITH .”

At Damascus.
At Lystra.
In the sea.
While beaten with rods.
Among false brethren.
All of Paul’s triumphant acclaim conditioned
on this.

FORCES OR MODES OF THE MIND.

There are seven: Consciousness, conception,
abstraction, association, memory, imagi
nation and reason.
1 . Consciousness. The power of self-knowl
edge, internal perception.
2. Conception. Conceiving a plan, forming
a concept.
3. Abstraction. A conception that is not
real; something visionary.
4. Association.
Confederation, fellowship,
combination for a common purpose.
5. Memory. The exercise of our mental
powers; producing past knowledge.
6 . Imagination.
The picturing power of
the mind. The constructive or creative
faculty. Note the wide scope here.
7. Reason. That which is thought or al
leged as the basis or ground for an opin
ion. Something adduced or adapted to
influence the mind.

THINKING WHITE.

There are three elements in the trichotony
of nature, namely, Soul, Mind, Body.
1. A cleansed soul or heart.
2 . Conducive to purity of mind—also mind
enlargement.
3. A possibility: Bringing every thought
into subjection to Christ.

II.

FAITH IN THE SANCTIFIED HEART.

God-given.
God-inspired.
Undaunted courage.
III. “l AM NOW READY TO BE OFFERED.”
Fitness for martyrdom.
A bold statement, but not a boastfu l state
ment.
The disciples at Pentecost. The word w it 
ness means martyr.
IV.

“ THE TIM E OF M Y DEPARTURE IS AT HAND.”

Intuition; his life’s work finished.
John Huss the great Bohemian reformer
(See his prayer in Book of martyrs).
V . “ i HAVE FOUGHT A GOOD FIGHT I HAVE FIN 

POLLUTING OR PURIFYING THE MIND

ISHED

What we take into our minds affects them.
The danger of impure literature.
The danger of personal pride.
One ought not to think of himself more
highly than he ought to think. Suggestively:
“N ot to be high minded above that which is

Valiant in warfare, the goal gained.
VI.

MY

COURSE.”

“ HENCEFORTH THERE IS LAID UP FOR M E A
CROWN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS."

Three crowns named in the New Testament.
James 1: 12. “Blessed is the man that endureth temptatitm: for when he is tried,
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he shall receive the crow n of life, which
the Lord hath promised to them that
love him.”
1 Pet. 5: 4. “And when the chief shepherd
shall appear, ye shall receive a crow n
of g lo ry that fadeth not away.”
2 Tim. 4: 8 . “Henceforth there is laid up
for me a crow n of righteousness,” etc.

VII.

CERTAINTY OF REWARD.

“The Lord, the righteous judge shall give
me.”
N o mistake in bestowal.

A

“A n d he aw o k e o u t o f his sleep an d said: I
w ill go ou t as a t oth er tim es before, and shake
m yself. A n d he w ist n ot th a t the L o rd h ad d e 
p a rte d fro m h im ’’-—Judges 16: 20 .

Samson was a child of promise and divinely
called to a great service to a nation. H e was
by God’s appointment a Nazarite (Judges 13: 7,
14), and had a heaven-appointed destiny.
I. C

o n s id e r t h e

so u r ces of h is

g reatn ess.

1. It was the supernatural in his life— the
presence of God. Apart from Him, Sam
son was like any other man.
2 . The H oly Spirit came upon him mightily
(ch. 13:25; 14:19; 1 5 :1 4 ). This was
the secret of every great feat, every
victory over enemies.
3. He had to pray for this help (ch. 15: 18).
All divine power will leak out without
prayer. This made him a great blessing
(ch. 15: 20 ).

A d v a n c e in R i g h t e o u s n e s s
T ex t: Job 17:9.
B y R e v . C . E. C o r n e l l
I. RIGHTEOUSNESS.

1 . N ot an inherent quality of human na

ture; meaning not permanently united as
an element of the original quality.
2 . Therefore, not passed from generation to
generation; not transmitted by hereditary
influences.
Sanctified parents do not
propagate sanctified children.
But a bestowment by God himself. A tran
scendent moral change wrought in the soul by
the H oly Spirit.
II. Two Spheres of Development.
1. Spiritual activity.
(a) Bible study,
N ot Bible “skimming.”
N ot a Bible “tinker.”
(b) Secret prayer.
All other prayer will not take its
place.
(c) Personal evangelism.
Study the art of soul-winning.
2 . Spiritual testing.
(a) Through the multiplied vicissitudes
of life.
(b) Loss of loved ones, property, and
health.
III. God’s Order.
1 . N ot irregular, not disorder.
His order in the material world.
The plant life, the vegetable life.
The astronomical world.
2. Salvation for the sinner, righteousness in
troduced.
3. Sanctification for the believer, all sin ex
tirpated.
Then larger and swifter growth.

H e r o ’s D o w n f a ll

B y R e v . A. M. H i l l s , D. D.

II.

T

h is

d iv in e

f a v o r it e l o s t

G od.

One would suppose he would not have done it.
But this is very common. Even Mary lost the
holy Child Jesus. How did Samson lose God?
1. By unscriptural alliances. One can lose
out in no way quicker than by friend
ship with the ungodly.
2 . Samson was always aimlessly hanging
around the enemy’s camp. He was not
sent there by God. Illu s.: Lot in Sodom
— out of place.
3. Samson was off his guard. Moral de
linquency. He fell asleep in the lap of
his tempter. He lost out unconsciously.
4. He broke his vow and gave away the
divine secret of his strength.
III.

N

o t ic e

w hat

w ould

have

kept

h im

.

The H oly Spirit, in sanctifying power, would
have cleansed him from the relish for ungodly
alliances'and unholy companions. It would have
weaned him from the world and tamed the un
ruly desires. No Christian is safe while de
pravity remains within.
IV.

N

o t ic e t h e

resu lts

o f l o s in g

G od.

1. Loss of power and consequently defeat.
2. Loss of eyes. Christians often say “I
do not see things as I used to.” It is
because they have lost God, and spir
itual perception is gone.
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different issue between him and tht
Philistines from the one which God has
decreed. N ot a contest now for the
freedom of God’s Israel from Philistian
bondage but a contest for the deliver
ance of the Philistines from a bloody
and wanton murderer drunk with power,
maddened by revenge, anger and lust,
(f) His slaying the 1000 with the jawbone
of an ass at Lehi after his voluntary
surrender.
3 . Gifts without grace are unprofitable.
W ithout grace they foster by their use;
self-conceit, vain-glory and selfishness.
Scarcely a single exercise of Samson’s gift
of power was unselfish, and tended to the
fulfillment of his divine life-mission.
(a) The gift of wealth.
(b) The gift of learning.
(c) The gift of power and place among men.
(d) Gift of ministerial power.
4 . The Lord may depart and the soul remain
unconscious of i t !
Possible because;
(a) The tests of the Lord’s absence not al
ways immediately applied. The rotten
tree stands till the storm strikes it.
(b) Satan guileful. Sin gradual.
(c) The gifts remain after the power departs.

3. He became a mark of scorn and a stum
bling-block.
4. He lost something he never got back.
One may backslide and be restored, but
he will never get back all.
5. He awoke too late to avoid an awful
disaster.
L e s s o n .—We would better get sanctified and
and break with the world, rather than lose God.

S am so n
By

B.

F.

H aynes

T e x t : Judges, chapters 16 - 20 .

I.

H is

D

is t in g u is h e d

A d van tages.

1 . His people were in bondage, in need of a

leader. A time of national or social need
is the time of opportunity for powers and
heroism (Judg. 1 3 : 1 ).
2 . His birth was pre-announced, showing that
God was on his side, and meant him for
great things, and great things for him
(Judges 1 3 :5 ).
3 . Was blessed with wise parents who sought
divine direction: “H ow shall we order the
child and how shall we do unto him ?”
He prayed that the man of God who had
appeared to his wife might be sent again
unto him, to teach him his duty to the
child.
4 . It was said: “The Lord blessed him ;” and
frequently: “The Spirit of the Lord was
upon him,” “moved him.”
Despite all this he nearly made a wretched
failure of life.
Lust was his incipient besetting sin leading him
to a mistake in marriage and he became:
(a) An ingrate.
(b) A libertine.
(c) A gambler.
(d) A liar.
(e) A murderer and
(f) A suicide.
II.

L

esso n s.

1 . Distinguished

religious
advantages
no
guarantee of glorious outcome. Religion a
personal thing.
Danger of inward evil
neglected.
2 . The terrors of a mistake in marriage.
Ethics of courtship and marriage need em
phasis.
Evils flowing from Samson’s marriage.
(a) Murder of 30 Ashkelonites
(b) His needless destruction of their corn.
(c) Wife is burned with fire with her father.
(d) His consequent slaughter hip and thigh.
(e) The precipitation of a new and totally
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of

E f f e c tu a l

P ra y e r

B y B. F. H a y n e s
T ext: James 5 :16 .
1 . Must be for definite object.

2.

3.
4.
5
6.
7.
8.

We would hardly generalize petitioning leg
islature or court.
In accordance with revealed Word of God:
B y express promise.
By providence.
By predictions of H is spirit.
With submission to God’s will.
From proper motives.
Persevering.
Jacob wrestling all night.
In the name of Christ.
Must renounce all your sins.
Must be in faith.
B le s s in g s o f S a n c tif ic a tio n
By B . F . H aynes
T e x t : John 1 7 :1 7 .
1 . It brings a new' sense of the presence of

Christ.
2 . The sovereign will of God becomes sweet

and blessed.
life purpose.
sorrows.

H is will becomes our great
We praise him for our very
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2 Cor. 1 2 : 10 , “Therefore I take pleasure in
infirmities, in reproaches, in persecutions, in
distresses for Christ’s sake: for when I am
weak, then I am strong.”
3 . The sense of unworthiness is greatly quick
ened.
4 . A spirit of forgiveness pervades the heart.
5 . Love for the brethren becomes larger than
denominationalism.
6 . Answers to prayer are more frequent.
7 . The mind becomes more solemnly impressed
with the personality of the Devil.
8 . The personality and office of the Holy
Spirit are more real.
9 . All the doctrines of the Word become mar
velously luminous, no longer speculative,
but experimental.
10 . Life becomes wonderfully simplified and
natural. We cease w'orking for life and
work from life.
xi. Material business becomes an incident, not
the object.
12 . It gives a deeper passion for souls.
13 . Delivers us from self, and introduces us
to a life of altruism.

John 20:26, and Acts 1:9, to endure forever and
ever (Rev. 22:5).
T e x t s a n d T o p ic s
B y F. M . M e s s e n g e r .

Topic, A Forward Vision.
Text, Phil. 3: Last half of 13th and the 14th
verse.
Topic, Continuing the Race.
Text, Heb. 1 2 : 1 , 2 .
Topic, A Victorious Attitude.
Text, Hab. 3:17, 18.
B y H. B . M

acrory.

Topic, A Single Purpose.
Scripture, Phil. 3:7-14.
Text, Phil. 3:13-14.
Topic, Overcoming Handicaps.
Scripture, 2 Cor. 1 2 :1 - 10 .
Text, part of the 7th verse. “There was given
to me a thorn in the flesh.”
Topic, Lost Opportunities.
Scripture, M att. 25:1-13.
Text, M att. 25:10.

A F o r w a r d V is io n
B y F. M . M

e ssen g er.

HINTS TO FISHERMEN

Text, Phil. 3: last of 13th and the 14th verses.

B y C . E. C o r n e l l

I n t r o d u c t io n

We are all imitators.
human examples.

St. Paul the greatest of

O u t l in e

1.
2.
3.
I.

The Starting Point.
The Mark.
The Prize.

THE STARTING POINT.

1 . Things to forget.
2 . Things to reach forth to.

II.

m a r k —The Resurrection out from the
Dead.
1 . Reached by knowing him;
(a) By fellowship of his sufferings,
(b) By conformability to his death.
III. t h e p r iz e —The high calling of God in
Christ Jesus consisting of:
(1) Joint heirship (Rom. 8:17).
(2) The joy of the Lord, described in Heb.
12:2 and allotted in M att. 25:21, and
23.
(3) Joint rulership, 2nd Tim. 2:12, Matt.
25:34 and Rev. 20:16.
th e

C l o s in g

Compare honors, riches, and joys of the world
in its short duration, with the honors, riches and
joys of life in a glorified body fashioned like unto
his own, Phil. 3:21, described in Luke 24:39, St.

Som e

S ta r t l in g

F acts

and

F ig u r e s

Report of the Institute of Social and Religious
Research of N ew York. Made choice of In 
diana as a testing ground.
$4 ,000,000,000 worth of property stolen in the
U. S. each year. 15,000 murders and homicides
occur in the same time.
The government spends $ 600,000 anually to
guard mail sacks on railroad trains.
That juvenile delinquency is mounting at an
alarming rate.
The church and the home seem to be a failure.
27 ,000,000 children and youth under twentyfive years of age receive no religious instruction.
Seven out of ten children and youths are not
enrolled in any Sunday school.
47 cents out of every dollar in Indiana is ex
pended on the public schools; while only two
cents of every church dollar is expended for the
church schools.
Of every four children enrolled in the S. S.
at twelve years, three drop out before they
reach the age of eighteen.
Three illustrations from Bud Robinson:
1 . Two eleven year old children playing with
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dolls outside a rescue home and two babies on
the inside.
2 . A nine-year-old boy shot his mother’s head
off with a shot gun.
3 . A six-year-old boy took a club and beat
his playmates brains out in a fit of rage.
A P o e m o f C o n s e c r a t io n
“Laid on Thine altar, O my Lord divine,
Accept my gift this day, for Jesus’ sake,
I have no jewels to adorn Thy shrine,
Nor any world-famed sacrifice to make;
But here I bring within my trembling hands,
This will of mine, a thing that seemeth small,
Yet Thou alone, O Lord, canst understand
H ow when I yield Thee this, I yield mine all.
“Hidden therein Thy searching gaze can see
Struggles of passion, visions of delight,
All that I have, or am, or fain would be,
Deep loves, fond hopes, and longings infinite;
It hath been wet with tears, and dimmed with
sighs,
Clinched in my grasp, till beauty hath it none;
N ow from Thy footstool, where it vanquished
lies,
The prayer ascendeth, ‘M ay Thy will be done.'*
“Take it, O Father, ere m y courage fail,
And merge it so into Thine own will that e ’en
If in some desperate hour m y cries prevail,
And Thou give back m y gift, it may have been
So changed, so purified, so fair have grown,
So one with Thee, so filled with love divine,
I may not know or feel it as m y own,
But gaining back my will, may find it Thine.”
T

hree

C row ns

Blessed is the man that endureth temptation:
for when he is tried, he shall receive the crow n
of life, which the Lord hath provided for them
that love Him (Jas. 1 : 1 2 ).
Henceforth there is laid up for me a crow n
o f righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous
judge, shall give me at that day: and not to me
only, but unto all them also that love his ap
pearing (2 Tim. 4 :8 ).
And when the chief Shepherd shall appear, ye
shall receive a cro w n o f g lo ry th a t fa d eth n o t
a w a y (1 Pet. 5 :4 ).
LORENZO

DOW’ S

CREED

FOR

DOUBTERS

PERIMENTAL RELIGION.

If
If
If
If
If

you
you
you
you
you

seek it you w on’t find it,
find it you w on’t know it,
know it, you haven’t got it,
get it you can’t lose it,
lose it you never had it.

OF

EX

D

e f in it io n s

D

and

is t in c t io n s

Malice is disposed to injure another, or re
joice in his harm.
Guile is deceitful and insincere.
Hypocrisies counterfeit, putting forth the seem
ing for the being;
Envies are displeased at and depreciate the
ability, prosperity, performance or reputation of
others.
Evil speakings insinuate, defame, backbite and
carry injurious tales.
Seven

L

ooks

These are seen in the opening words of seven
Psalms:
Psalm 3 . “Lord, how are they increased that
trouble m e?” A look at his foes.
Psalm 1 5 . “Lord, who shall abide in thy tab
ernacle?” A look at his friends.
Psalm 8 5 . “Lord, thou hast been favorable
unto thy land.” A look at his land.
Psalm go. “Lord, thou hast been our dwellingplace.” A look at his home.
Psalm 1 3 1 . “Lord, my heart is not haughty.”
A look at his heart.
Psalm 13 2 . “Lord, remember David and all
his afflictions.” A look at his sorrows.
Psalm 1 4 1 . “Lord, I cry unto thee: ‘make
haste unto me.’ ” A look at his God.
T

en

S c r ip t u r a l E v id e n c e s

of a

C

onverted

M

an

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Peace with God. Rom. 5 :1 .
Does not commit sin. 1 Jno. 3 :9 .
Loves the brethren. 1 Jno. 3 : 1 4 .
Confesses with his M o u t h . Rom. 1 0 : 10 .
Hath the witness in himself. I Jno. 5 : 10 .
Led by the spirit. Rom. 8 : 1 4 .
Has the fruit of the Spirit. Gal. 5 :22 , 23 .
Love your enemies. M att. 5 4 4 , 45 .
p. Keeps Christ’s commandments. Jno. 1 4 : 1 5 , 2 1 .
10 . Desires Purity. 1 Jno. 3 "3 .
A C o n c is e D e f in it io n of S i n
John Wesley’s mother once wrote to him when
he was in college: “Would you judge of the law
fulness or unlawfulness of pleasure, take this rule:
“Whatever weakens your reason; impairs the
tenderness of your conscience; obscures your sense
of God, or takes off your relish of spiritual
things; whatever increases the authority of your
body over your mind; that thing, to YOU, is
S I N .”

H

a b it

Dr. Johnson once said, “The diminutive chains
of habit are seldom heavy enough to be felt,
until they are too strong to be broken.”
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THE

M IN IS T E R
N o. 2.

AND

B IB L E

STUD Y

M e th o d s of B ible S tu d y

B y B a s i l W. M

il l e r

O M ASTER the greatest Book of the ages
requires diligent study, hours of patient
labor, a lifetime using the best methods
suited to mine the precious treasuries, to lay bare
the hidden secrets, to understand the deep mys
teries. There are certain necessary qualifications
for a successful Bible student. The first of which
is that the student must be honest with the
Scriptures and their truths and with himself. He
must search for truth with an open mind, and
when truth is discovered, whether it accords with
his prejudices or beliefs or not, it shall be ac
cepted.

T

He must be diligent, striving to master, seek
ing to learn, delving into the books, the laws, the
teachings, doctrines, commandments and charac
ters of the Bible. Every spare moment is to be
used, for one is studying the truths of God. In
this diligent search after the wisdom of the Scrip
tures, only the best portion of the day is used.
One can never expect to learn while the mind is
sluggish, the body weary and the eyes heavy with
sleep. Study the Bible early in the morning while
the mind is alert. M any preachers have never
learned the Bible because their only time for
study is while resting after their meals.
The Bible above all things is to be studied
The first requisite of successful Bible
study is to be born again. Study with a love for
the Bible, the Book of God. Study with a spir
itual willingness to do hard work. “Meditate
therein day and night,” is the command given
to Joshua. Study with a will surrendered en
tirely to the Lord.
To derive the greatest
profit out of Bible study one must be obedient
to its teachings as they are revealed and under
stood. One must study with a childlike, open
mind, without preconceived notions, and with a
willingness to be led into truth. It is the Word
of God, hence finally study the Bible on your
knees, prayerfully. Prayer will do more than a
college education to make the Bible luminous with
spiritu a lly.

truth, a cave of exquisite wonders, a mine of
precious stones.
1. The first method to employ in profitable
Bible study is to learn the- Book, m a ster the
B o o k as a w h ole. Learn the constituent parts
of the Bible; read it through from beginning to
end time and again. Know every book of the
Old and New Testament in their proper locations.
Learn by whom, to whom, at what date, on
what conditions, and under what circumstances
they were written. Rapidly survey each book, in
which survey it is well to fix in the mind a
general outline of the book, the historical details,
the teachings, the doctrines, the chapters, the
divisions, peculiarities of phrasing and wording.
All of the books have a definite outline, other
than the mere chapters. Form an outline for
yourself of each one.
Every book has a key chapter, verse or word,
in which key the general message is discovered,
as the kernel in the shell. Know the general
messages of all the different books in relation
to the others. Thus Genesis is the book of be
ginnings; Exodus is coming out for God; Josh
ua is the book of faith conquests or victories;
Luke reveals Christ as a light to lighten the
Gentiles; Mark as the mighty God and John as
the everlasting Father.
In this study of the entire Bible it is well to
form a chart of the different books, their divi
sions, writers, chronologies, messages, histories and
outstanding characters. The best reference books
on “entire Bible study” are: B ible S tu d y by
B ooks, by Sell, T hinking T hrough the N e w T es
ta m en t, by Ross, and T he C yclopedic H an d b o o k
to th e B ible, by Angus-Green.
2 . The second successful method of worthwhile
Bible study is the an alytical. The first form is
to survey, to read, to gather a knowledge of the
whole, the second is to analyze, to dissect, to lay
bare the outline of each book, chapter and verse.
The first is general, the second is minute. In
the selection of the first book to study by this
method, a short and easy one is preferable, but
one that is rich enough to illustrate the method.
( i ). Master the general contents of the b ook ;
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prepare an introduction to it. Who wrote it?
To whom written?
The date, the occasion
and purpose of writing? What are the leading
ideas, etc.? (Much of this material will be at
hand from a study of the entire Bible).
( 2 ). Divide the book into its proper sec
tions. In doing this it is well to use the reference
books mentioned above. Study these sections until
mastered. Find their relation to each other, to
the chapters of the book. Nothing short of a
complete mastery of these divisions will suffice for
efficient work.
( 3 ). After mastering the contents of the dif
ferent sections, study each verse of the book in
order. The first thing necessary is to have an
accurate meaning of all the words of the Bible.
This can be gained by using a good dictionary;
or better still by using a concordance to the
Bible (Strong’s, Young’s and Cruden’s are the
best), compare the different uses of these words in
other contexts and by diverse writers. Then
carefully study the context of the verse; after
which compare the verse with parallel passages.
For this purpose no better book is printed than
The T reasury o f S criptu re K n o w led g e.

( 4 ). Finally analyze the verse. In every verse
there are precious treasuries to be discovered and
used by the minister. Good rules to be observed
are: Put nothing into the verse that is not
plainly in it. Form a clear accurate notion of
what you have found in the verse. Be sure to
discover all that is in the verse. Above all be
accurate.
( 5 ). When the book is thus mastered, the
chapters, the logical divisions or sections are
thoroughly understood, and the verses are, ex
plored, mined, scrutinized, their secrets laid bare,
meditate upon the whole. When through an
alyzing, dissecting, outlining, then condense, col
lect all that you have learned. Think, commune
w'ith your own heart, and again think. When in
doubt consult some good commentary, outstand
ing among which are W hedon’s, Clarke’s, Henry’s,
and Jamieson-Fausset-Brown’s. In nine cases out
of ten Commentaries written by modern thinkers
are untrue to the faith.
Meditate upon the spiritual lessons. Seek the
great truths of each verse until they are soul
food. We can master the book as a literary prod
uct and still not be benefited spiritually by our
study. On your knees, prayerfully think upon
your analyses of the book and its contents.
Read all books, analyze all, classify all, meditate
and think upon all for the sole purpose of f u r 
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nishing food for the inner man, “That the man
of God may be thoroughly furnished.”
SAN BERNARDINO, CALIF.

PREA CH ER

PRO BLEM S

The P roblem of P reparation
B y C. B. W

id m e y e r

HE first problem to be settled in the life
of the preacher is his personal experience
of salvation. A preacher must know that
he hai been converted, and furthermore, like the
disciples of Jesus, must tarry in the “upper
room” until he is baptized with the H oly Ghost
and with fire. These experiences are funda
mental and no substitute may be offered. These
experiences are the pre-requisites in the line of
preparation, and throughout the life of the min
ister must be self evident not only to himself,
but to his congregation.
The problem of education certainly' enters,
into the preparation of the preacher. The great
question to be settled is “how much education
must one obtain?” Speaking broadly, every
twentieth century preacher of the Gospel ought
to have a college education. A minister once
made the statement that all outgoing missionaries
should have fourteen years of scholastic training
before going to the field. This in some respects
seems to be an extreme position, yet one must
consider that in some countries the missionary
is called upon to meet an educated class of of
ficials and priests.
Education in itself is not a sufficient prepara
tion for one who is to preach the Gospel, but it
is a conceded fact that the greatest leaders of the
Church have been men of learning. One of our
leading holiness preachers recently said, “If
God can do without the wisdom of this world, he
can do without its ignorance.” God has never
placed a premium on ignorant men, but he has
used the best material that could be obtained.
N o preacher of the Gospel should neglect his
literary preparation. An intelligent presentation
of the gospel is the demand of the Church. Every
preacher should speak correct English, and should
know how to construct forceful sentences. The
baptism with the H oly Spirit will not give a
man correct speech, for this must be learned.
The man who is filled with the H oly Spirit will
be more effective in his ministry, though he may
make some blunders in grammar, than the man
who has the polish of the schools, but is lacking

T
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the baptism with the Holy Spirit. We are not
pleading for ignorance, but a trained mind and
a hot heart; such a combination will be mightily
used of God in the salvation of souls and the
upbuilding of the Church of God upon earth.
Those founders of the early Christian Church
upon one occasion were accused of being ignorant
and unlearned men, but this did not apply par
ticularly to their literary qualifications but to
their knowledge of Jewish traditions.
These
disciples were the common men of the day. We
are told that the New Testament contains only
5000 different Greek words and of this number
3000 are from the classical Greek and the re
mainder were words that were common to every
day life and experience. It must be remembered
that these disciples Were familiar with the He
brew, for the Old Testament was written in this
language. Then also we must remember that the
disciples wrote the Gospels and Epistles in the
Greek language. The spoken language of their
day, current among the Jews of Palestine, was
the Aramaic which was a vernacular based on
the Hebrew and Chaldean languages. This lan
guage came into existence after the return from
Babylonish captivity and when Jesus cried out
on the cross, “Eloi, Eloi, lama sabach-thani” He
spoke in this language. Due to the fact that the
disciples were able to speak three different lan
guages, and likely were quite familiar with the
Latin, it would appear that they were men of
some learning at least. The sect of the Phari
sees had 613 commandments for the men to ob
serve and keep (women were required to keep
only three), but in addition to these command
ments a man must be familiar with the numerous
traditions of the fathers. In these command
ments and traditions the disciples were “ignorant
and unlearned.” One has well said, “The Apostles
of Jesus Christ were not scholarly, but they were
splendidly educated.” For three years they were
associated with the Great Teacher and they were
earnest students. In addition to all of this train
ing, Jesus commanded them to “tarry in the
upper room” for the spiritual anointing.
The Apostle Paul was a learned disciple, hav
ing studied in the, schools of Tarsus where hr
completed his literary preparation, and later came
to Jerusalem where he was a student of Gamaliel.
At this time he made an extensive study of the
traditions and prepared himself to become a
leader among the Pharisees. When Paul accepted
Christ he counted all his learning as naught. He
would no't sp'eak in the excellency of man’s

wisdom, but in the power of the Spirit. Out of
the twenty-seven books of the N ew Testament,
Paul was the author of fourteen.
Go farther back in Bible history and consider
Moses who had an extensive and intensive
training. God gave him eighty years of prep
aration for a forty year task. When Samuel was
but three years old he was taken to the house of
the high priest, and for years was trained in the
line of his profession. Later Samuel had the
honor of being the fifteenth judge over Israel,
and of organizing the School of the Prophets.
He also selected and anointed the first king of
Israel, and largely moulded the spiritual life of
the people of his day, and of the days to come.
Elijah gave seven and one-half years of his time
to the training of Elisha. M ost of the time of
Elijah was spent in seclusion, but it was the
calling of Elisha to minister among the people.
As already mentioned, the disciples were three
years with the Master Teacher. Paul compares
favorably with Moses who became the great law
giver to Israel. Moses was Israel’s leader for
forty years, and likewise it was Paul who gave
to the Church the fourteen letters and had to do
with the Church’s organization. Paul had in
his company a young man named Timothy who
received a valuable training from this honored
leader. Such men of the early Church as Cy
prian, Tertullian, Origen, Augustine, Ambrose and
Chrysostom were learned men. It was Luther,
a college man, who became the great reformer
of the fifteenth century, and Erasmus, the schol
ar of the Renaissance who rendered valuable
service to Luther. John Wesley the founder of
Methodism was a graduate of Oxford, and thus
one might continue indefinitely to speak of those
brilliant minded men who have been mightily
used of God.
The requirements for ordination are frequently
moderate, but no one should be content with
just completing the Course of Study, but should
always continue to be a student. A preacher in
these perilous days should be very familiar with
the Word of God, and should be a student of
world conditions. He must study character and
know men. A liberal education will be of much
value to him in accomplishing the task.

If the students in our public schools can read
and study the sayings of the heathen philoso
phers, why bar by law the sayings of Christ?—
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R E Q U IS IT E S

B y A. E. S a n n e r
H e w a s a g o o d m an, an d fu ll o f the H o ly
G h ost a n d of fa ith (Acts 11:24).

CHURCH, such as the Church of the
Nazarene, which is distinctively a holi
ness church, will have its own charac
teristics and its own peculiar needs and prob
lems. Its organization, its system, its missions, its
publications, its educational work, all are “to
spread Scriptural holiness over these lands.” The
proposition, to which this church is devoted is
different. And the problems of its ministry much
of the time are different.

A

A young minister, facing a holiness ministry,
will study as others church history and polity,
the creeds and isms, homiletics and theology,
and various other ologies down to their very
Greek roots and up the Latin shoots. He will
endeavor to finish a literary course, and should
do so, if at all possible. And all of these will be
valuable assets in his future work. H e will likely
study “Pastoral Theology.” That too, will be
valuable, but all the published texts on pastoral
theology fail to meet the need of holiness preach
ers and the holiness church. Our point of view
is unique.
This writer is of the firm conviction that ev
ery young preacher going out into the holiness
ministry, should with all the other training have
a course in actual “Holiness Church-ology,” and
be told the p ra ctica l and actu al of the church and
its work and its ministry. Holiness is sweet, but
n ot every thing in every holiness church is sweet.
That’s that, and all there is to it. W hy not talk
about the facts? For a while in these articles we
will discuss personal characteristics and qualifica
tions entering into the holiness preacher’s life,
and as illustrated by the article preceding this,
try to put on paper somewhat of the actual con
ditions, actual propositions, actual problems, ac
tual work.
In considering the pastor as a m an, under
“Requisites,” let us look at some qualifications
he really must have w ith in . Those characteristics
which a church, when calling a pastor, have a
perfect right to inquire about carefully.
A Pastor, an Evangelist,— a Man:
(1) Good,
( 2 ) Full of the H oly Ghost, and
(3) Full of Faith.
N ow strange as it may seem, members of holi
ness churches when calling a pastor often fail to
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inquire concerning these characteristics. Instead,
around the “official” circle, listen: Is he tall?
Does he have false teeth? What color is his
hair? Is he married? What kind of a wife has
he? (After a church has had three pastors, they
always ask this question, and then some more
about her.) Does he have any children? How
many? (Oh, m y!) Can he play a musical in
strument? Can he lead singing? Is he good
looking? Does he have a neat appearance? Is
he a good mixer? Etc., etc.
No where in the Bible is God’s man required
to be of certain so many inches long, certain
physical build or stature, nor does it require that
he shall be a musician and singer, nor that he
shall be a handsome looking man. It is easy to
grant that many such qualifications, either na
tive or acquired, are an advantage, and the
preacher should determine to enlist every aid he
possibly can, but after all, the essential things,
and the things every church has a right to de
m an d in their pastor, are those mentioned in the
above Scripture as descriptive of Barnabas.
First, every pastor m u st be a g o o d man. He
may not be a good singer, but he can and must
be a good man. He may part his hair in the
middle, he may be short, or he may be long—
what of that? If he is a good man. Read Phil.
2:14-16; Col. 3:12-15; 1 Tim. 4:12; 5:21, 2 2 ;
6:11, 12; 2 Tim. 2:22-25 and kindred passages
portraying the good that God expects in His
ministers. Stop! Better go back right now and
get your Bible and read some of those selections,
or your good intentions to do so will be forgot
ten. The thought runs “Without murmurings
and disputings, blameless and harmless, the sons
of God, without rebuke, kindness, humbleness of
mind, meekness, longsuffering, forbearing, forgiv
ing, an example in word, in conversation, in
charity, in spirit, in faith, in purity, without
prejudice, doing nothing by partiality, flee desire
to be rich, flee youthful lusts, follow righteous
ness, faith, charity, love, patience, fight [not ev
erything and everybody, but] the good fight of
faith.” These are not our own attainment nor
intrinsic merit, but must be divinely given. After
one is sanctified and called to preach, he must
pray for and cultivate these graces in his heart
and life. He must watch, lest, almost unawares
he possess a “baptized selfishness” and seek his
own and not the welfare of others.
Second, the pastor must be filled with the
H oly Ghost. This is the command of God (Eph.
5:18), and as concerns Nazarenes, the require
ment of the Nazarene Manual (Paragraph 42,
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Sec. 3, The M inister). The church has the right
to demand this of its minister. This possession
will manifest itself in many ways, but we will
here mention only three, in which the service of
the minister will thereby be affected.
(1) His service will be whole-hearted.
( 2 ) His service will be empowered by the
Spirit.
( 2 ) His service will be successful.
This opens up a field which vve cannot explore
in this article. Suffice to say, that in a holiness
church, which keeps alive and spiritual, noth
ing short of a whole-hearted service on the
part of the preacher will ever be acceptable
and accepted. The old self must be dead, and
the whole heart, soul, and physical powers en
listed in the battle for God. And the preacher
soon finds he must have more power than he can
furnish of himself. He finds a great foe, when
he wants to advance the cause of holiness, and
the adversaries are many, and the job itself is
herculean. But God is for him, if he is right and
true, and the power of the Spirit will put him
across. And if he is filled with the Spirit, he
will be able to succeed in the program God has
for him. And he must succeed. The people
want him to succeed, he wants to succeed, and
God wants him to succeed. Other considerations
enter into success, but that granted, the Spiritfilled man can WIN.
Third, the holiness preacher must have faith .
Nazarenes, for instance, have a right to expect
their minister to have faith. H ow can he lead
on a church to triumphs and victories if he has
no faith? The Nazarene pastor must be able to
pray, and have faith to get prayer answered. He
must have faith in God and God's promise until
he can inspire others to faith. , He must believe
that things can be done. He must believe that
things can be done that most other folk around
say cannot be done. When they tell him what
they do not believe, he must tell them what he
does believe. He is simply com pelled to add to
his experiences until he can preach from texts
like Mark 11:22 and 1 John 3:21, 22, and do it
with courage and assurance. To get the experi
ence he must be willing and consecrated to en
dure. He will learn to trust God implicitly in
the hard places, where he must trust, when he
seems cornered, and there is no way, humanly
speaking. Let those times come, as they will in
God's providence. Be true in the test. Trust
God. You will win. And these victories won
will put inspiration in your message to your peo
ple, they will get the “feel” in that message, that

m ak es th em “ feel” th a t yo u k n o w w h a t y o u are
ta lk in g a b o u t. T h e th e o ry is all rig h t, b ro th e r,
as a th e o ry , b u t o u t y o n d er, on th e a c tu a l field,
w ith its a c tu a l h a rd b lo w s a n d knocks, a n d its
a c tu a l w o rk a n d co n d itio n s, fa ith th a t lives a n d
p u lsates is th e only k in d th a t w ill h elp y o u
across.
L e t ev ery y o u n g p a s to r a n d p re a c h e r fu lly
p u rp o se, th a t w h a te v e r o th e r acco m p lish m e n ts
he m ay a d d as “ h elp s,” he will be eq u ip p ed b y
th e grace of G o d w ith these “ ind isp en sab les”—
he w ill be a “g o o d m an , full of fa ith a n d of th e
H o ly G h o st.”

AN

IN T E R V IE W W IT H
H . B. M A C R O R Y

REV.

EV. H. B. M ACRORY is pastor of the
North Hill Church of the Nazarene, Akron,
Ohio. Converted in his youth and bap
tized with the Holy Ghost scon after, Brother
Macrory was a traveling secretary for the Penn
sylvania Christian Endeavor Union for over six
years, and resigned a lucrative and pleasant
position with this historic organization to accept
the pastorate at Akron sever, years ago. At the
time he went to Akron the North Hill church
was one of the problems of the Pittsburgh Dis
trict. The membership was small and scattered
and discouraged. There was an indebtedness of
$ 1 2 ,000.00 on the church, tw o thousand dollars
in other indebtedness, the church was in bad re
pair, the appearance of dilapidation was all about
the premises and the humble, loyal people could
barely raise thirty dollars a week for the pastor’s
support, and there was no parsonage. Immedi
ately upon his arrival, Brother Macrory went to
work with his own hands, with such help as he
could obtain among the brethren, and improved
the premises by setting a hedge about the yard
and moving and removing several old tree stumps
and the dead grass from the lawn. Very soon,
through the help of an interested friend, he re
placed the old carpet in the auditorium with a
new one that cost ,'f6oo. Repairs to the building
amounting to several hundred dollars were made.
The church has had a steady growth with no
lapses for the whole period of the present pas
torate, and two years ago improvements were
made to the building amounting to about $ 6 ,ooo.
and paid for in cash at the time. The member
ship is now about three hundred, the Sunday
school has an enrollment of eight hundred, in
cluding the Home and Cradle Roll Departments.
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There is an average of about 325 at the regular
preaching services on Sunday morning, and last
year the church raised for all purposes and passed
through its treasury about $ 1 9 ,000. Also six
other churches are direct outgrowths of the
Akron work. But the present quarters are too
small, and a building program looms in sight.
Already about $ 15,000 has been pledged for the
new church, but Macrory will not make ail
actual beginning until at least $ 25,000 is in the
treasury for the purpose. The new' plant will
cost about $ 80,000 . Its auditorium with its
wings, will seat about 1200 people and there will
be accommodations for a Sunday school of 1500 .
During the month of December the editor
preached two nights in Macrory’s church and held
an interview with the pastor concerning plans
and methods; the results of the interview will
be of interest to all who would like to know'
how others go about it to build a strong full
salvation church in a big city.— Editor.
Q— Brother Macrory, how do you go about it
to advertise your regular and special meetings,
and what methods of advertising have you found
most successful?
A— It pays to advertise.
We have never
economized in “printer’s ink.” The first year
we were here we used with great success a splen
did leaflet by Dr. Chapman, entitled “An Ex
planation and an Invitation.” Our church and
work were unknown in the city and we passed
thousands of these from door to door. Our
evangelistic meetings are advertised by the use
of hand cards and window cards which we also
use in the street cars. Perhaps the best results
however are obtained through the city papers.
The City Editors are always glad to make use of
real news and that which is of interest to the
public. At our last evangelistic meeting the local
Broadcasting Station, through the courtesy of the
Times-Press, gave us one hour. Bros. Vandall
and Caskey, our song leaders, put on a splendid
program of vocal and instrumental numbers.
Q— How many special revivals do you have
during the year, and w'hat type of evangelistic
help do you secure?
A—We always have at least two meetings and
usually three. We use different types of speak
ers and workers. This is one thing in which
we believe in variety, Our evangelists and song
leaders are usually invited back and some have
been with us a second and a third time.
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Q—What methods do you use to increase the
attendance at your Sunday school?
A—The community census and house to house
canvas has proven the best method for us. This
is an old plan and I don’t know that we have
really ever used anything exactly new or differ
ent.
We have conducted increase campaigns
and given rewards for service and other simple
things that have brought good results. Akron
is a hard city in which to work. We have a
transient population. We must replace almost
on an average one scholar every day to hold our
enrollment.
Q—What methods do you use to encourage
your Sunday school pupils to remain for the
morning preaching service, and what degree of
success have you had?
A—One of the fundamentals upon which we
build our work is loyalty to the church. We
speak of the Sunday school as “the church at
study” and the preaching service as “the church
at worship.” Special effort is being made to hold
our Junior boys and girls and a record of their
attendance at church is made by having them
place a card with their name upon it in the
offering plate. These are lifted by the Depart
ment Superintendent and proper credit given.
Our morning congregations are made up almost
entirely of those of the Sunday school.
Q—What methods do you use in raising money
necessary to carry on your work? What per
cent of your people tithe? Do you use the
“drive” system?
A—At least a majority of our people tithe.
A few do not and some have reasons that would
seem good. For example where the wife is a
member and the husband has not yet been won
to Christ and feels under no obligation. We
favor the budget plan rather than the drive
system, though now and then we put on a
“drive.” Our people are all of the working class
but are great givers and it is wonderful how the
Lord helps us.
Q—To what extent do you co-operate with the
other churches of your community?
A—N ot as much as we would like to. Because
we could not see our way clear to close our
evening meeting during the months of July and
August and join in the union open air meetings
we have not been given much opportunity. But
our summer attendance is usually as large or
larger than the attendance of the union meeting
which represents seven churches, some of very
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large membership. Then again we have not had
a barren Sunday evening in twenty-seven months.
Q—What do you consider your best and most
indispensable factor in this work?
A—The secret of our success has been that we
have built upon the great fundamentals as set
forth by our church. We have a deeply spiritual
church and people. Then again we have never
lived unto ourselves but have always endeavored
to do for others. Last year we gave to the
District and General Boards and other benevo
lences upwards of $ 3 ,500. This spirit has always
characterized our work.
Q— What auxiliary organizations do you main
tain and what is your estimate of their respective
value ?
A—Our church is organized into various de
partments. We have the Sunday school, Young
People’s Societies and Ladies Missionary Auxil
iary. They are all functioning splendidly and
each doing good work. We have a class meeting
each Sunday morning before Sunday school
hour.
Q—What plans do you follow to provide
“work” for your members, especially your new
members ?
A—We endeavor to have romething for every
one to do. We have a “Personal Worker’s Band”
to which many belong. In addition to our
regular services at the church w'e conduct from
three to four cottage prayermeetings each week
and these call for a great deal of co-operation.
We believe in Wesley’s motto, “All at it—always
at it.”
Q— How many were forward at your altar
during the past year?
A—We have averaged the past three years
more than one thousand seekers each year. There
is seldom a Sunday without from eight to ten
earnest seekers, frequently double this number
at our regular services. M any of these people
are members of other churches and denominations.
When this is so we make no effort to have them
unite with us.
Q—On an average how many are added to
your membership each year?
A—The largest number received any one year
was 1 3 7 . We have averaged over 100 the last
four or five years. But our net gain does not
reach this because of the transient population.
Q— Do you have many problems to meet?
A—We do—plenty. But we are determined
to make each one of them a stepping stone to
success.

HERE

AND

THERE

AMONG

BOOKS

B y P. H. L dnn

I

D ID N ’T especially intend to write about
books covering a wide range of subjects, but
after I had selected five comparatively new
books for review in this month’s P r e a c h e r ’ s
M a g a z i n e I was struck with the manner in which
the books discussed will carry out the thought of
the title, “Here and There Among Books.” When
we pass from a volume of sermons to children to
a discussion of spiritual healing and then to a
defense of orthodoxy, following which we turn
our thoughts to a text-book treatment of
churches in America, ending with a biography of
a departed Sunday school leader, you must ad
mit that we have just about covered the distance
between “Here” and “There.”
We adults don’t like to admit it, but we aren’t
very far removed from childhood. And what
interests a child often has an appeal for us. I ’ll
confess that the simple game of skill which my
twelve-year-old son received as a Christmas gift
from his grandparents has been more absorbing
to me than to its owner. W hy did Jesus speak
in parables? So that all, even the children,
could understand. Preachers apparently are be
ginning to realize that children can grasp spiritual
and moral truths. In large churches it is now a
common thing to have a children’s church with
a special service convening at the same time the
grown-ups meet. M any ministers preface their
regular sermon with a brief talk or sermon to
the children. One of the pioneers in this field is
Rev. Archibald Alexander who in his book “Turn
but a Stone” (Doran, $1.60) gives us fifty of
these sermons to children in the exact informal,
conversational style in which they were given.
This I believe is a better demonstration of his
method than several chapters of trying to tell us
how to do what he has done, viz., interest and
influence children through messages especially
chosen for them and adapted to their capacities.
I indulged in an inward smile at Rev. Claude
O’Flaherty’s happy choice of title for his book
on faith healing, “Health and Religion.” N oth
ing incongruous in the association of those two
words. Real religion certainly is conducive of
better health. It is evident that most spiritual
people believe in varying degree, in God’s will
ingness and power to heal the body. It seems
quite easy to understand why and how much er
ror centers at this point. Holiness preachers, es
pecially, should study this subject from all an
gles. Going back to the book—‘the author is a
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graduate Doctor of Medicine as well as a minis
ter. His book certainly is the result of mature
consideration and seems to be replete with flashes
of deeply spiritual observations. I was stirred
by reading the following: “The working out of
Grace, therefore, involves two things: (1) on
God’s part a full and sufficient provision of pow 
er and guidance, an ample supply for the son’s
necessity; and ( 2 ) on man’s part, a willing and
trustful surrender to God’s control, a definite
self-giving to God, to do His will, and a refusal
to adhere to any sort of self-will which diverges
from G od; in fact, a death to sin, and a life unto
God.” Such sentiments would evoke a chorus
of amens in any holiness gathering. Making al
lowance for some statements with which we
would take issue there is sufficient enlightenment
and inspiration in the book to make it well worth
a careful study.
When Marion Lawrance sat up late at night
and rose early in the morning in order to plan
and prepare for his first Sunday school, in all
probability he little dreamed that some day his
name would stand at the head of all Sunday
school w'orkers and that his memory would be
revered by thousands in America, Europe and
Asia. I have always had a special love of biogra
phy. The record of how men and women over
came obstacles, sacrificed the present for the fu
ture, made their lives count for something worth
while, always has fascinated me. In a letter to
his son, Marion Lawrance, he wrote, “I want to
live after I am gone.” His wish is realized for
wherever Sunday schools are found and as long
as they shall continue, the memory of Marion
Lawrance will be kept alive. It is very fitting
that this departed leader’s son, Harold G. Law
rance, should compile the biography. It is a
comprehensive account with 475 pages, including
many illustrations. I most heartily recommend
this book, especially to pastors.
Nowhere does consecration, devotion and sac
rificial labor predominate more than in the his
tory of the growth of the various denominations
in our fair land. There has been a real need of
a compact, yet a comprehensive outline of these
interesting facts. Prof. William W. Sweet of
DePauw University in his book, “Our American
Churches” (M ethodist Book Concern, 75c) has
given us this history in text book form; thirteen
chapters each followed by a list of questions for
discussion. One chapter, “The Wesleyan Revival
in England and the Great Awakening in Amer
ica,” is especially enlightening.
The recent Eundamentalist-Modernist debates
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between Dr. Stratton and Dr. Potter were given
considerable publicity by the secular as well as
by the church press. The principal arguments
on both affirmative and negative sides of each
debate were published, immediately following the
debates. N ow the publishers have given us the
orthodox side of Dr. Stratton’s scholarly defenses
of the Fundamentalist position in one volume,
“The Famous New York Fundamentalist-Modernist Debates” (Doran $1.50). There are four
subjects (l'' The Battle Over the Battle, (2) E v
olution Versus Creation, (3) The Virgin Birth—
Fact or Fancy, (4) Was Christ Both God and
Man ?

F A C T S A N D F IG U R E S
B y E. J. F l e S ii n g

When the national prohibition act went into
effect, approximately 50,000,000 gallons of dis
tilled spirits were in bonded warehouses through
out the United States.
* * * *
During the last four years Federal Agents have
seized more than 600,000 stills and confiscated
more than 67,500,000 gallons of distilled spirits,
malt liquors, wine, etc. A total of 17,166 auto
mobiles and 626 boats and launches have been
captured. Agents have made 239,954 arrests be
sides regularly inspecting 133,000 permitees, as
many as 483 de-alcoholizing plants in one year,
and conducting thousands of investigations. State
officers have made 12,918 arrests during the last
fiscal year.
* * * *
Federal courts have had more than 133,800
convictions for violations of the prohibition law
in the last four fiscal years, in the 169,600 cases
terminated or 76.5 per cent. These convictions
carried aggregate jail sentences of 11,621 years,
and fines and penalties actually collected and
turned into the U. S. Treasury as a result of
these cases totaled over $17,600,000.
*

*

*

*

Prior to prohibition about 1,300 breweries
were making 2 ,000,000,000 gallons of beer a year.
At the present time about 400 cereal beverage
manufacturers are making about 160,000,000 gal
lons of near-beer per year.
* * * *
Prior to prohibition 507 distilleries were pro
ducing over 268,000,000 gallons of distilled spirits
per year. No distilleries have legally operated
since January 1, 1922.
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Prior to prohibition the annual consumption
of beverage whiskey was about 130,000,000 gal
lons per year. There was an annual production
of about 42,000,000 gallons of wine. Last year
about 1,900,000 gallons of whiskey were re
leased from bonded warehouses on permit for
medicinal purposes and about 8,500,000 gallons
of wine were made and about 5,000,000 gallons
were used for medicinal and sacramental pur
poses.
♦ * * *
There is a strong prohibition sentiment grow
ing in Germany. Recently more than 15,000,000
people signed a petition asking for local option.
The prohibition sentiment is growing the world
around.
* * * *
The motor fatalities in the United States in
1924 were 19,000 dead and 450,000 injured. Of
the dead 5,700 were children.
* * * *
It is said that less than half the owners of
motor cars in the United States have an annual
income of over $ 2 ,000, while one-fourth of the
owners earn less than $1,500 a year.
* * * *
In China there are eighteen Christian colleges.
These institutions have graduated 3,320 students.
There are 818 members on the various faculties.
Of these 406 are foreigners and 412 are Chinese.
* * * *
While we hear very little about it, the United
States in 1924 had 55,538 cases of smallpox.
British India which stood next had 46,374 cases.
European Russia was third with 24,067 cases.

A D V E R T IS IN G T H E C H U R C H
B y M. L u n n

N the March issue we intend to begin a series
of articles dealing with the practical problems
of church advertising. We shall take up the
different mediums of church advertising—news
papers, hand bills, weekly church bulletins, out
door bulletin boards, etc. We especially want to
give our pastors practical suggestions along the
line of effective advertising and to present this
material in such a way that it will be used for
reference whenever there is advertising to be
done.
It is a real pleasure to quote as follows from
an article on Church Advertising by Rev. Laur
ence H. Howe of Harvey, 111. The entire article
in circular form may be had free of charge by
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sending your request to the Nazarene Publishing
House, 2109 Troost Ave., Kansas City, M o.
The time has come for the Church to adver
tise. The task that the Church has undertaken is
essentially one of salesmanship, that of persuad
ing men into the Gospel Way. Salesmanship, in
turn, is promoted and made effective by adver
tising. Practically every institution has recog
nized the value of advertising and has employed
it. N ot alone does the manufacturer advertise
the goods he has to sell for profit’s sake, but cit
ies advertise the superiority of their climate and
scenery; schools advertise the advantages of en
vironment and training which they afford. These
last named forms of advertising are comparative
ly new departures, and now the Church, the most
conservative institution of all, is beginning to
take up publicity work. It should be understood
that when we speak of church advertising we
mean more than merely getting out a few posters
for the January revival; we mean a definite pub
licity campaign calculated to reach the un
churched masses and bring them to the gospel
center. What if department stores advertised
nothing but a pre-inventory sale once a year?
And yet that is the way we advertise the Lord’s
work. For all the world knows, we are closed up
for eleven months and two weeks of every year.
At least they hear but little of us in that period
of time. Naturally there are those who object to
publicity methods in the church and some preach
ers, for modesty’s sake, refrain from advertising.
These, however, are false positions. Present day
commercialism has made a science of advertising;
if some of it has been used for wrong purposes
we will have to rededicate it.
The object of church advertising is to cause
men to form a new habit, the habit of going to
church. Quoting Herbert N. Casson in “Ads and
Sales,” “Habit is formed by something seen re
cently, vividly, and often.” People forget easily,
therefore, repetition, frequency, and change are
necessary in our advertising. We should endeavor
to place ourselves in the other man’s position as
far as possible and try to conceive what form of
advertising would make the strongest appeal to
us if we occupied his place.
There are "four questions that church adver
tisements, especially revival meeting advertise
ments, should answer.
These questions are,
What? When? Where? Who? The proper
and satisfactory answering of these questions con
stitutes a good advertisement. In advertising a
special meeting, no matter if the church is using
space every day, all of these questions should be
answered every time an advertisement appears, or
the meeting is reported in the news columns of
the paper. Take nothing for granted. The re
porter writing up the twentieth day’s findings of
a court in connection with a sensational murder
case will manage to restate enough of the original
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circumstances to enable a stranger in the city to
read the column and have a pretty good idea of
the whole affair. So the name, the location, and
the activities of the Church should be kept be
fore the people in every advertisement or report.
Some may be reading it for the first time, others
have forgotten. If the evangelist is a noted char
acter or is exceptionally capable, advertise the
man. If he is not so well known advertise the
meeting or the church and bring the other in as a
m atter of course.
No advertisement is big enough for two ideas.
Say just one thing. W hat I mean is this: if you
are advertising special meetings leave out the ad
vertisement of the regular activities of the church.
If you are featuring the evening subject do not
mention the morning service, at any rate do not
try to feature both of them. The danger in most
church advertising is that the one who prepares
the copy will attem pt a big splurge and try to
say in one or two advertisements at revival meet
ing time what he should have been saying week
by week all through the year.
As a general thing, church advertisements
should not be too lengthy. “Brevity helps clear
ness; clearness compels brevity.” Short words,
short sentences, and short paragraphs should be
the rule. Long, involved constructions will kill
almost any advertisement.
Human interest appeals are strong in religion
and the successful advertiser will make use of
them in his work. Appeal to the young man by
some reference to mother or mother’s Bible. Ap
peal to parents by showing that the church safe
guards childhood. Appeal to all by creating re
newed interest in the eternal questions of the
soul.
H erbert M. Harwood, one time publicity di
rector for the University of Iowa, says, “One of
the most interesting lessons that psychology has
taught the advertising man is that the appeal
must be both to the intellect and to the emo
tions. There must be a mixture of each in the
successful ‘copy.’ ”
Mere announcing often belongs to the column
of church notices, while real church advertising
assumes a more aggressive nature. The object of
the advertisement is to draw. An advertisement
th at people may read and have some degree of
interest in may be of little real value. The ad
vertisement th at makes folks want to come is a
success for advertising is not an end within itself
but only a means to an end. With that thought
in mind the church advertiser should carry on his
work not only with the present results in mind,
but he should also advertise for the future.
After any or all of these methods of appeal
have been followed out it is up to the church to
“make good” on its advertising. This should be
easy if the church has advertised what it had and
not what it only hoped to have. Wild, frantic,
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exaggerated statements may bring a crowd once
but it is the repeat th at counts. “You cannot
fool all of the people all of the time,” so there is
but one thing to do if the advertising is to be a
success and th at is to live up to it. “The church,
like a commercial institution, cannot profit by
publicity unless it can supply to the people some
thing th at the people want—unless it gives a
something back to the people for the time the
people give the church. It must study the spir
itual need of the average individual, just as the
wise commercialists study the material needs of
the average of mankind, and then it must find a
way to fill that need so that the people will come
again and again, and these repeat visits will
prove, not only the success of the publicity meth
od, but the fundamental correctness of the gen
eral policy of th at particular church that holds
the increased attention. (O. J . Gude) for fruit
ful advertising' (1) show what you can give, (2)
get a good circulation, and (3) follow it up.

W e s h a l l p u b lis h e a c h m o n t h a n u m b e r o f
s u g g e s t e d s lo g a n s o r t e x t s s u it a b le f o r C h u r c h
B u l le t in B o a r d s .
S u g g e s t io n s fr o m o u r s u b 
s c r ib e r s f o r t h is d e p a r t m e n t w i l l b e r e c e iv e d
w i t h a p p r e c ia t io n .

THE CHURCH BULLETIN
MEN

HONO R

RESULTS
GOD
HONO RS
EFFORTS

published in the

C o m p l e t e description
and prices on Bulletin
Boards can be secured
from the publishers.
As many churches can
not afford a manufactured
Bulletin Board we have se
cured drawings which will
enable anyone who is
handy with tools to con
struct a serviceable and
attractive “home made”
Bulletin Board. T h e s e
drawings, together with
itemized list of lumber and
articles needed, will be
March issue.

Labor to keep alive in your breast that little
spark of celestial fire — conscience. — G e o r g e
W

a s h in g t o n .

The Whosoever Gospel—
“He th at cometh to me, I will in no wise cast
out.”—Bible.
A sure cure—“The blood of Jesus Christ His
Son cleanseth from all sin.”—Bible.
The best angle from which to approach a prob
lem is the try angle.
You cannot build a reputation on things you
are going to do.
Men honor results. God honors effort.
The influence of a good deed is great upon the
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world; but the reflex influence upon the doer is
a priceless thing.
An ounce of performance is worth a ton of
complaint.
Character which is pure gold needs no veneer.
Science has more trouble with evolution than
religion has.
Why wait for the morrow which never comes?
Attend services today.

B A R G A IN S
A N ew T ra n s la tio n o f th e N ew T e s 
ta m e n t.
B y Jam es M o ffatt. P o ck et

edition, p rin te d on th in p ap er, cloth
b o ard binding. Moffatt*s tra n sla tio n is
notable fo r its a p t usage of w ords as
well as for its originality of th o u g h t.
T h e old v ersion is su p p lem ented n o t
supplanted. R e g u la r p r ic e $1.50; b a r 
g a in p r ic e 85c.

A

P R E A C H E R ’S

D IF F IC U L T IE S

A young preacher in a college town was em
barrassed by the thought of criticism in his cul
tivated congregation. He sought counsel of his
father, an old and wise Christian worker, saying:
“Father, I am hampered in my ministry in the
pulpit I am now serving. If I cite anything from
geology, there is Prof. A----- , teacher of this sci
ence, right before me. - If I use an illustration of
Roman mythology, there is Prof. B----- , ready to
trip me up for any little inaccuracy. If I instance
something in English literature that pleases me,
I am cowed by the presence of the learned man
who teaches that branch. W hat shall I do?”
The sagacious old man replied: “Do not be dis
couraged, preach the gospel. They probably
know very little of that.” The unlearned and
untutored disciples Of old wrought wonders “in
the name of thy holy servant Jesus” (Acts 4:13,
27 R. V.). Why not today?—Witness.

A

W ORD

FOR

THE

AGED

M IN IS T E R

Old age may be enfeebled and incompetent,
but where it is vigorous, it should not be ex
changed for inexperience. If an old man will not
keep abreast with the best and last thought of
the times, let him retire; but let us be cautious
how we displace a man simply because he has
seen many years. The cry for young blood is
vicious; it is a premium on babyhood. Give
young men the best chance to rise to positions of
trust and honor, but let them remember that
their chances are lessened by impatience. The
last discovery in our high civilization -is, that in
tellectual men are in their prime at seventy.
Experience is more valuable than the gush of
young manhood.— R e v . J. P. N e w m a n .

Whatever is at the summit of a man’s ambition
is his God, regardless of what he professes to
worship.

P a r a l l e l E d it i o n o f M o f f a t t ’s N e w
T e s ta m e n t.
T h e A u th o rized V ersion

a n d M o ffa tt’s tra n sla tio n in parallel
colum ns. R eg u lar lib ra ry sty le w ith
cloth b o a rd binding.
R e g u la r p r ic e
$2.50; b a r g a i n p r i c e $1.50.
T h e J . F . & B . C o m m e n t a r y . Ju s t a
rem in d er of th e p o p u lar one-volum e
com m entary, fo rm erly selling a t $7.50
now offered a t $3.50, prepaid. R e fe r to
th e Ja n u a ry n u m b er of th e P re a c h e r’s
M agazine for d etailed description.
T h e B e lo v e d D is c ip le . B y E. A. G arvie, D. D. T h e ripe ju d g m en t of one
of th e leading Biblical scholars of to 
day on th e various th eo ries w hich have
been p ro p o u n d ed reg a rd in g this Gospel
an d his own final conclusions. A book
w hich ev ery stu d e n t of th e F o u rth
Gospel will w elcom e. 267 pages. R e g 
u l a r p r ic e $2.00; b a r g a i n p r ic e $1.25.
T h e G o sp el o f S o v e re ig n ty .
A nd

O th er S erm ons b y Rev. J. D. Jones,
D. D.
“F o r verve an d intellectual
stre n g th , fo r v a rie ty of sub ject an d
style, for scholarly ap tn ess an d stro n g
hum an appeal, th e se disclosures are
w holly ad m irab le.” (T h e Scotsm an.)
328 pages. R e g u la r p r ic e $1.75; b a r 
g a i n p r i c e $1.00.
A n U n u s u a l B a rg a in !

T h re e sets of T H E E X P O S IT O R ’S
B IB L E (50 vol. to th e se t) reg u larly
p riced a t $75.00 offered a t $40.00 plus
carriag e.
T e rm s : $5.00 w ith ord er,
b alance in seven m o n th ly p ay m en ts of
$5.00 each.
T he set com prises 28 O ld T e stam en t
volum es a n d 21 N ew T e sta m e n t v o l
umes. E ach book is th e w o rk o f a re c 
ognized Bible scholar. T his a u th o rita 
tive w o rk stan d s p a ra m o u n t am ong
S crip tu re com m entaries.
W e have only th re e sets an d th e y go
to th e first th re e o rd ers w ith re m it
tan ce of $5.00. T hese are n o t used o r
shelf-w orn books b u t each volum e is
in good condition.
N A Z A R E N E P U B L IS H IN G H O U S E
2109 T r o o s t A ve., K a n sa s C ity , M o.

inr
CLARKE’S COMMENTARY
Copies of th e original notes w ithout
revision o r abridgm ent. T he set con
sists of six large volum es ap p ro x im a t
ing 950 pages each. B inding is of cloth,
n eat an d durable. T h e full te x t of the
Bible is given w ith th e footnotes.
P rin tin g is in clear, read ab le ty p e on
fine finished paper. T h is Sef of C om 
m en taries will prove of inestim able
value to every e a rn est teach er, de
sirous o f doing th e b est w o rk possible.
P r ic e , $15.00 ( t r a n s p o r t a t i o n e x t r a )

P A S T O R ’S P O C K E T R E C O R D
By S ylvanus Stall. U sed by th e p asto rs of all denom inations
and acknow ledged as th e best an d m ost com plete reco rd published.
“I w ant to h eartily com m end yo u r ‘P a s to r’s R ecord.’ I have
n ev er seen an y th in g b e tte r an d I shall urge my friends e v e ry 
w here to use it.”—J W ilb u r C hapm an, D. D.

S ta lls
' gA STO H i
E o ck f .t R e c o r d

P r i c e , 75c

THE SERPEN T’S FANG
B y R e v . S . L . F lo w e r s
A b o o k l e t d e a lin g w it h t h e r i g h t a n d w r o n g u s e o f t h e t o n g u e

As fa r as we know this is th e only book dealing in a com prehensive w ay w ith m
S th e subject of B ackbiting and th e evil influence of an u nsanctified tongue.
M ost m isunderstandings betw’een individuals as well as m any church divisions B
g a re caused directly or indirectly by th e sin of b ack b itin g or evil speaking. M any =
H a revival has been hindered an d fru stra te d by this alm ost univ ersal sin.
No them e is m ore tim ely, no su b ject m ore neglected, no need m ore p ressin g B
g th a n the one so ably dealt w ith in th e eight ch ap te rs of this m odest volum e.
48 p a g e s ; p a p e r c o v e r s , P r e p a i d p r ic e , 15c
S p e c ia l p r ic e s in q u a n t i ti e s
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WAVES OF GLORY NO. 2
now offered in two
styles of binding
(R ound N otes Only)
Limp Cloth. J'feat an d durable.
W ears m uch b e tte r th a n m anila p a 
per. T he covers are w ire stitch ed
clear th ro u g h th e inside sections,
and will not com e off.
35c each in hundred lots, carriage
extra. Sample copy, 50c prepaid.
Leatherette. T his is an im itation
th e r binding in d ark g reen with
gold staftip. An unusually a ttr a c 
tive song hook an d as d urable as
ex p ert bools binders know how to
m ake it. T his L e a th e re tte binding
is w ater proof and will not show
finger prints. It w eajs Ik 'tter t han
leather.
50c each in hundred lots, carriage
extra. Sample copy, 65c prepaid.

Returnable sample copies
sent at prices listed

A NEW SONG BOOK !

New Songs of the Old Faith
H IS new book is p ublished by th e L illenas P ublishing Co. of
Indianapolis, Ind. Its excellence is so a p p a re n t and th e selec
tion of songs so unusually good th a t we have decided to assist in
its distrib u tio n . A large stock ha's been o rd ered for our trad e
and orders:...can be filled p rom ptly.
„
.
T he book has 175 of th e best songs, new a n d old th a t we
have ev er seen in one book. P rin te d on good paper, bound in
durable M anila P aper.

T

Single copy, 25c.

100 copies, $20.00

“It is the best I have seen for evangelists.** J. F. Ransom.
“I have never used a song book that has sold so well.” John E.
M oore.
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